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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY MAY

48
York millionaire financier, is backing
the movement to found a strong colony of Jewish farmers in New Mexico, is the interesting
information
learned in connection with the second visit to Albuquerque last night of
J. Herbst and B. Brown, who arrived
there from Santa Fe and left later for
Deming accompanied by Robert P.
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Final Papers Signed.
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At a meeting of the Carey Act Land
Territory.
Board, at which Governor Mills, Territorial
and
D.
C.
Engineer
Governor Mills has appointed Jacob
Miller,
Washington, D. cC May 5. The subFloersheim of Roy, Mora county, a no- Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien were committee
of the house committee on.
present, final papers were signed with '
tary public.
Chairman Flood of Virterritories,
the
Lake
and
Charette
Irrigation
On Way to Duranao.
of Mississippi; MarHumphries
ginia,
Land
Messrs.
Company, represented by
V. S. Marshal C. M. Foraker was in
Bidwell and Bennett, and Hortenstein tin of Colorado, did not complete its
3d
the city last night on his way to
and Hartley, and E. K. Edwards, Esq., report. It is said that they expect
to the
to
amendments
Colo., wher tie will spend a
various
propose
whereby the first Carey Act project New Mexico and Arizona constitution.
few days on business.
development in New Mexico under
Schools.
Visiting
theTerritorial and U. S. Carey Act They did not disclose what, but ittele-is
to be those previously
Superintendent of ' Public Instruc- laws will be consummated.
This pro- known
tion J. E. Clarke is visiting the city
asked if the deleject comprises 7,000 acres of Carey graphed. Being
schools today. Mr. Clarke takes great Act Land in the southern
gate from New Mexico consented to
of
Copart
the chairman replied
interest in this duty and next week lfax county,
with possibly any amendments,
Andrews persistently rehe will inspect the county schools in 3,000 acres oftogether
territorial land, making that Delegate
company with County School
a total project of 10,000 acres which fused to consent to any "tinkering"
John V. Conway?,
will be constructed within the next with the New Mexico constitution, as
Willson
three years, work tostart in the next adopted by 18,000 majority.
Colonel James W. Willson, superin- six months. The new
will have a meetThe
company is comtendent of the New Mexico Military prised of Kansas
ing of all Democrats of the committee
capitalists.
Institute at Roswell, was unanimousThis project has been in process at.. 10, o'clock tomorrow.
They will
to that position by the of segregation for a
ly
time, then notify' the Republicans of the
very
long
board of regents at its annual meeting. owing to its
being the first Carey Act committee that they can accept the
The board also
ail its off- segregation and the endless
detail majority report or make a minority
icers.
work required by the general land of- report. The six Republicans on the
fice. This project itself has consider- committee are now in session and will
For the Treasury.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero able merit as to locality, railroad fa- refuse any amendments to'the New
Has receiveo the following sums for cilities, character of soil and extreme Mexico ' constitution, considering
the
the treasury: Cleofes ttomero, con- nicety of physical character. The commonwealth as being now in the
victs' earnings, $881.67; road
fund whole system seems to have been laid Union, but will compromise on Arizona to a new vote on the recall of
from the Dona
road. out to order for this purpose.
The territorial engineer's office was judgef. When reported there will
"$915; Camillo Sanchez, treasurer of
Guadalupe county, $108.50; Game and thoroughly represented in the final be a warm discussion on the House
contract between the territory and the floor and a hotter and longer debate
Fish Warden Gable, $6.75.
construction company in the way of in the senate as Owen insists on numTrying New Gage.
District Engineer W. B. Freeman supervising the construction work erous amendments, including prohibiwho is here from Denver, has just Plans are to be filed within the next tion.
Bartholdt to Be Envoy.
installed a new water gage on the six months to be presented for the
Rio Grande. The gage is invented by engineer's approval and upon which,
Washington, May 5. RepresentaBarrett and Lawrence of Philadelphia if approved the project will be built. tive Bartholdt of Missouri has been
and has the advantage that it will run Another important feature was includ selected by President Taft to repiv-sen- t
for a month without attention, thus ed that the company by its contract is
the United States at the presenmaking the automatic register abso- required to deliver to the land irri tation to the German emperor of a repacre feet, per annum. This lica in miniature of the statue of BarIf the gage proves gated 1
lutely accurate.
satisfactory it is likely ten or more of water as evidenced by commissioners on Von Steuben, recently unveiled
under similar projects should be suffi here. The date has not been set.
them will be put to use by the
cient to raise successful crops.
department.
As soon as construction .work pro GRAIN MARKET SWAYED
He Ought to Include Santa Fe.
BY VARIOUS REPORTS.
W. Harry Olcott, for several weeks ceeds sufficiently an opening will un
last year stationed at Santa : Fe, a doubtedly be held whereby parties can
statistician of the census department file on land and "make entry under Wheat Shipments From Argentine
of the bureau of commerce and labor this project.
Are Unusually Small Crop
at. Washington, is in El Paso investiThis .character or sale of irrigable
Short in Russia.
gating the financial system of the land has proved very attractive to set
municipal government. El Paso is one tlers. The land can be bought at for (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
of the 18 cities in the United States only 50 cents an acre, 25 cents down
Chicago, May 5. Fair skies today
that the federal government Is inves- and 25 cents at time final proof is in Minnesota and the Dakotas meant
tigating in this manner and Olcntr win made. The water right of this project higher prices for wheat here. Eurospend about 10 days in El Paso going will cost $60 to be paid in ten pean markets showed strength as a
over the records. Upon completing annual installments at 6 per cent inter- result of the smallness of
Argentine
his labors here he will go to San An- est. The first payment under general
shipments and less favorable reports
tonio, New Orleans, Houston, Dallas, projects amounts to $5 to the irriga- from Russia. July' started at 89
tion company and 25 cents to the ter- to 89
Forth Worth and Galveston.
to 2
a,rise of
cent,
New Mexico Appointments.
ritory for every acre entered by the reached to 89
and then rose to
The, following
for entryman. The land can be taken up 89
appointments
May gained more than
New Merico have been announced at in 40, 60, 80, 120 and 160 acre tracts. a cent a bushel.
Corn was dull nd
Washington, D. C, Elmer O. Wooton No one getting over 160 acres. The firm in response to wheat.
July
of Dona Ana county, to be assistant second payment is due generally after
to
cent higher at
opened
curator of the department of agricul- the water has been applied to the 52
touched 52
and
ture at a salary of $2,100 per year. crops and in this way it has proved later climbed to 53
Oats were
Professor Wooton is a member of the very attractive as it enables the set- dull but
higher in sympathy with
faculty of the Agricultural College at tlers to pay for his land and water other grains.
July started unchanged
Mesilla Park, and now goes to Wash- right without ,ny further expense to
at 32
32
and ral
ington. Robert S. Crenshaw to be than the first payment above men- lied tohigher
32
Provisions were
The territory is extremely
postmaster at Langston, Curry coun- - tioned.
first sales were 2
lower to
.
ty, to succeed T. D. R. Woods, resign- interested in the successful promo- easy;
2
higher. $14.90 for nork- - JS 07
ed. John O. Holen to be postmaster at tion of this project, as it will do a
for lard; and $7.87
to 7.90 for
Madrid, Santa Fe county, to succeed great deal towards developing other
ribs.
R. T. Hynd, resigned.
projects under this act.
The close was easy with .Tnlv
Incorporation.
cent net lower at 88
Articles of incorporation were filed GOVERNMENT APPEALS IN
rne close was at 52
for jniv
COTTON CORNER CASE.
today in the territorfal'secretary's ofnet gain of a shade.
fice by the Lake Charette Land and
Market Firm.
Irrigation. Company, which has its U. S. Supreme Court to Pass on New
New York. May 5. A firm tnno t
Construction of Sherman
main office at Springer, and of which
Law.
advancing prices gave the stock marCharles F. Hortenstein is named statket an appearance of strength during
utory agent. The new company is incorporated at $250,000, consisting of (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) the morning trading. Prices rose
Washington, May 5. The appeal of wherever there was any active trad2,500 shares at $100 each. The incorcotton ing. The bond market ruled firm with
government in the
porators and the number of shares the
owned by each are as follows: E. F. corner Indictment against James A. dealings limited.
New York Stock Market.
Patten, Eugene C. Scales, Prank B.
, Bidwell, Kinsley, Kas.,
800 shares;
Haynes and William Brown, was New York, May 5. The market
Amos L.r Bennett, Nickerson,
Kas., docketed
today in the supreme court eased off gradually during the after00 ; Merrick
K. Edwards, Denver,
of the United States. Judge Noyes noon, Reading falling a point from its
Colo., 1; 'Charles F.
Hortenstein, of the United States circuit court dis- highest and Canadian Pacific 1
Springer, 1; Charles E. Hartley, of missed the "corner"
counts in the in- The reaction otherwise averaged
Springer, l; Edward Taylor, of
a point The close was easy.
dictment, and the government wants about
Kas., 647; Woodford A.' Mat-- ' to have this
action reversed. The inlock, Denver, Colo., 250.
The dura-tio- dictment was
v
,
brought under the Sher- YOUTHFUL THIEF OF
of the company is fixed at 50 man anti-trulaw. The appeal today
TELEPHONE
INSTRUMENTS.
years and all of the stockholders exbrings a new question for the supreme
cept Mr. Matlock are named direct- court
to decide whether a "corner"
Denver, Colo., May 5. Robert Tag-gar,
ors.
on a stock exchange constitutes a
son of Attorney
Guadalupe County Census.
conspiracy In restraint of trade or a Frank I. Taggart, 552 Rownning avTlie 1910 census of
Guadalupe coun-t- monopoly of Interstate commerce in enue, was arrested
yesterday charged
by minor divisions is as follows: violation of the Sherman
t
with stealing telephone instruments
Guadalupe county, 10927.
law.
from vacant houses on Capitol hill.
No. 1, Anton Chico Arriba, 244.
Made $10,000,000 on Corner.
Young Taggart and several other
No. 2, Anton Chico Abajo '519
Patten, Brown, Hayne and Scales boys have a cave in the
'
..'
No. 3, El Llano, 261.
vicinity of
were charged by the government with their
homes. Young
was arNo. 4, Oasaus, 360.
leading the May cotton eorner of 1910 rested in his father's Taggart
law office in the
No. 5, Colbnias, 295.
on the New York cotton exchange. It
'
No. 6, Cuervo, 545.
was rumored at the time, that those Kittredge building. Officer Wagman
No. 7, Conant, 442.
men had made between ten and twelve searched the Taggart home and in a
No. 8, Santa Rosa, 1,031;
million dollars on their deals In May, wireless station which young Taggart had built in the back yard he
No. 9, Puerto de Luna, 341.
July and August.
says he found telephone boxes, gas
No. 10, West Puerto de Luna, 399.
and electric fixtures. He found a
'
No. 11, Salado, 277. '
OHIO LEGISLATORS ARE
door leading to a cave, which
No. 12, Sunnyside, 871.
FORMALLY ARRAIGNED. trap
young Taggart confessed to excavatNo. 13, Haile, 380.
No. 14, San Ignacio, 361.
They Pleaded Not Guilty and the ing so as to tunnel' to a house three
doors away.
Prosecutor Has Set Trial for
No.; 15, Pintada, 438.
Week After Next.
No. 16, Los Ojitos, 287.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) IKE COX IS ADMITTED
. .0. 17, Log
Esteritos, 122. "
"TO $10,000 BOND.
Columbus, Ohio, May 5. State SenNo. 18, Vaughn, 1,224.
ators George K.' Cetone, I, E. Huffman
': No.' 19, Los Tanos, 448.
and U R. Andrews, Representatives
Durango, Colo., May 5. Ike Cox,
No. 20, Puerto, 283.
,
A. dowry and
No. 21, Buchanan, 431.
George B. Nye and Sen- charged with killing William Truby,
ate Sergeant;at-ArNo. 22, Ricardo, 333.
Rodney J. Die-g- was admitted to bond today by Judge
under Indictment for soliciting Pike la the Bum of $10,000. Sam TruNo. 23,. Locust Grove, 431.
bribes were arraigned today, before by, Who Chased COX on th aftornnnn
No. 24, Alamo, 634.
Kinkead in the criminal court of the killing, firing several shots at
Judge
U chiff Back of it?
room, and pleaded not guilty. The mm, was arrested on the
A dispatch from
charge of
Albuquerque
prosecutor set the trials for the week attempt to take life and is out on
"That Jacob H. Schiff, the says:
New after next.
bond.

50 Cents an Acre, Half

Super-itende-

y

i

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Los Angeles, Cal., May 5. The 19
indictments voted by the Los Angeles
county grand jury yesterday against
John J. McNamara and his brother
James B. McNamara, charging them
with the murder of the 21 men who
lost their lives on October x, last, in
the explosion which destroyed the
Times office, were filed in Judge
court today. The evidence upon which the indictments are based
will be held secret.
McManigal Also Indicted.
Los Angeles, May 5. Three indictments against Ortie McManigal, the
alleged confessed dynamiter, charging
him with having dynamited the Llewellyn iron works in this city last
Christmas day, also were filed. It is
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Mexico City, May 5. A Sunday's
calm marked the anniversary of the
battle of Puebla. which had been
heralded as the date set for an attack on the capital by the revolutionists and the forced resignation of
President Diaz. Up to noon there
had been no indication of disorder in
any quarter.
No Agreement Reached.
Mexico City, .May 5 Contradicting
the information of the war office last
night, Ambrosio Figuero representing the rebels in Guerrero and More-los- ,
said todayi that no agreement for
peace had been made between him
and Minister of War Cosio. The conferences thus far, he states,
were
'
merely those of courtesy.
Alarm for Americans.

Lle-

is felt by administration officials for
the safety of Americans in Mexico, especially in the vicinity of Acapulco
j

I

TUXPAN

INDIAN CRUCIFIED
BY MEXICO PENITENTES.

Guadalajara, Mexico, May 5. Ciria-co- ,
a Tuxpan Indian, who took the
part of the Christ in the annual Holy
Week Passion play at the town of
Tuxpan, in the southern part of this
state, is dead as the result of his insistence that his hands be nailed to
the cross in the crucifixion scene.

IE

CARNEGIE

PEACE MEDAL
South American Republics
Acknowledge His Services For Arbitration
NOTABLE

the west coast. Conditions,
described as intolerable, were reported
to the state department by Ambassador Wilson. It is probable that naval
forces will be ordered to Acapulco at
once.
Demands Resignation of Diaz.
El Paso, Texas, May 0. Peace negotiations between the Mexican insur-rectoand the Mexican government
were suspended today to await an answer from Mexico City to the proposition submitted yesterday by Francisco I. Madero, Jr., that President Diaz
make public his intention to resign.
011

c

8

SENT

IB;- - Special I.easecr TTIre to New Mexican)

Bord-we,U- 's

understood that these charge the
with complicity in the
wellyn affair.

BE

Alarm Felt for Americans at
Acapulco and Mazatlan
on West Coast.

Los Angeles Dynamiters
Reach Serious Stage.

2

hydro-graphi-

IflMt FOfiCHO

ADDRESS DELIVERED

'Peace" Men and Women Must
Be Educated in the Public
Schools.

s

Federal representatives admitted that
they did not expect a favorable answer. Senor Oscar Baniff, one of the
in the negotiations,
told
an Associated Press representative
today, that it was he who had conveyed to Madero assurances of President Diaz' intention to resign.. He declared that President Diaz in a conversation with him had said he felt
obliged to the majority of Mexican
voters who had elected him, but the
moment he felt convinced that the
majority of the Mexican people no
longer wanted him as President, ha
would resign. Senor Braniff explained that he had not been directed to
relate the conversation to Madero but
he had felt at liberty to do so in assuring Madero of President Diaz' real
intention. Senor Braniff and Senor
Obrekon visited the Madero headquarters today and talked for a long
time with General Maedro. The peace
commissioners remained in their hotel rooms in El Paso awaiting instructions from their chiefs.
State Department Worried.
Washington, May 5. The state department officials plainly were worried by the disquieting advices receive
ed from the Mexican ambassador
the fact that Mr. Wilson said the
Mexican war department has sent an
urgent telegram of instructions to
the commanding officer at Acapulco to
forward all possible aid to Americans.
The matter was taken up by Mr. Wilson as the result of the report that
two sons of Judge iMelvin Goodman
had been murdered by alleged revolutionary bandits at their father's place
at Buena Suceso, not far from Acapulco. The neighborhood
of the reported crime is said to be overrun with
bandits who owe no allegiance to any
Mr. Wilson states also
organization.
that Americans in Mexico City are becoming alarmed and the rest is due
in some measure' to apprehension of
the failure of peace negotiations and
a consequent prevalence of anarchy.

(By Special Leased Win) to New Mexican)
Baltimore, May 5. At the peace
conference here today, the South
American representatives
formally
presented to Andrew Carnegie, a
peace medal, voted him at the
Congress held at Buenos
The medAyres, Argentine,
al is given Carnegie in recognition of
his services for international arbitration and universal peace.
Education Means Peace.
Baltimore, May 5. The "indirect
method" of attaining universal peace
was advocated before the third national congress yesterday by Professor
Isaac Sharpless, president of the
Pa. The
college, Haverford,
title of his address was "The Educator
of Peace Men."
"Do we wish to show the nation
that war is an economic waste?" said
Professor Sharpless. "We will appeal
in vain to people who care nothing
about economy. The schools must enforce ideals of economy and thrift.
"Do we want to curb the spirit of
a frequent cause of
trouble, the patriotism which always
boasts of our country right or wrong
and advocates her unlimited, uncritical support in every emergency? A
generation reared in this spirit is the
same that a few decades later will
Under Madero's Instructions.
cheer a smart, but indefensible polMexico City, May
adiman
war
in
itical trick, will cry for
mits that his campaign in the states
pulse of 'excitement and howl down a of Guerrero and Morelos is under the
moderate man who questions its proMaof
n

last-yea-

r.

des-pit-

Hav-erfor- d

pseudo-patriotis-

priety.

"Do we wish to curb the demand for
an unreasonable increase of our territory demand which many times in
many nations has brought on wars? If
standards of greatness. We must
have something better to be proud of
than square miles of territory and
Iingar miles' of railway and tons of
pig iron and bushels, of wheat, indispensable as thesa things are. We
must strive to be able to feel complacent over the quality of our government, of our schools, of our care of
dependents, of our intellectual and
moral habits of life. ;
"Do we want to apply the highest
moral standards to the questions of
war, to appeal to the best sentiments
of our religion, which would irapei us
to suffer much rather than do a wrong
thing, to extend the bonds of fraternity and the obligation of service to all
jrtankind? The nation will hardly get
this except through Its youth. They
must be taught to have faith in a moral way of some sort rather than in the
haphazard, easily evident suggestions
of the moment, they must realize that
in

the long.

."The remedy for our ills in a more
complex manner than we have usually
conceived, lies within and around the
doors of our schoolhouses and the
house of that remnant of the American
people who still really educate their
,.
children.

general direction

Francisco

I.

dero, who, he says, has instructed him
by telegraph to await the result of the
peace conference at the border.
Mazatlan Not Taken by Rebels.
Douglas, Ariz., May 5. Official advices to the Mexican consul say that
Mazatlan is still in the hands jf the

federal forces notwithstanding the re
ports to the contrary. The consul
states that the rebels attacked Mazatlan desperately on May 1. The gunboats Tampico and Zaragosa anchored in Mazatlan harbor are reported to
have thrown shells into the rebel
lines doing, terrible execution.
Music Instead of Bullets.

Douglas, Ariz., May 5. According
to the Mexican federal officers
in
Agua Prieta, there is no danger of an
immediate rebel attack on that city.
Major Luis Medina Baron, commander of the ru rales, returned today to
Agua Prieta with a scouting force of
300 picked men. He said to the Associated Press correspondent:
"We
have made a search of several hundred miles including Cenizas Springs.
Cajiillona, Fronteras and the
Ojo
mountains. We have seen no rebels
whatever. The rebel junta in Douglas
must be talking of another attack on
Prieta for the
Agua
effect It
might have. Instead of a battle today
at Agua Prieta, the officers of the
federal army will hold horse races.
We Invite the people of Douglas to
'

come over. Instead of bullets we will
have music."
LATIN
Efforts to Resume.
El I'asn, Texas, May Z.U was
learned this afternoon that the government peace envoy did not transmit to
the Mexican government General Madero's suggestion concerning the
of President Diaz. The rebel
commissioners were under the impres- Argentine and Uraguay Seeksion that it had been sent and awaited
ing Peaceful Solution of
an answer before continuing the negoPlatte Dispute
tiations.
Judge Carbajal is said to
have advised them today that he had
nq instructions from the government
WARFARE
to receive or discuss the resignation NO
of the president. Efforts wore being
made to resume the conferences of
the peace commissioners late this af- Religion Has Been Also Eliminternoon to determine whether a basis
ated as Casus Belli Among
of agreement could be effected desNations
pite the ultimatum of yesterday.
Americans Fleeing From Mexico.
Mexico City, May 5. Considerable
Baltimore, May 0. The countries of
uneasiness among foreigners is no- - Iatin America were held up as exam- ticeable.
A new cause of apprehen-- ; pUi to the entire civilized world and
sion is the reported impending assault! an Inspiration to all who are interest-bthe rebels on Monterey and Sal- - ed in the maintenance of international
tillo, capital of the state of Coahuila ' peace, in an address delivered here
on the Mexican
northern railway, yesterday afternoon by Dr. L, S.
which would mean the cutting of all1 Rows of the University of
to the north, with thejnia. Delegate to the
possibility that railway traffic to the Peace Congress of 1906, before the
south might aso be interrupted while; third National Peace Conference,
few believe that an assault on Mexico i -- when one stops to consider the
City would be successful the liossiliil-- internatiouul difficulties
which tn
ity of it being besieged is 'causing countries of Latin, America inherited
many foreigners to leave. The Ward from tne colonial period," he said,
line steamer which sailed from Vera ,ne credit due them for their stead-Crulast night, carried many refugees fllst adherence to the principle of iu- most of them women.
tiational arbitration is greatly in
The international questions
Torreon Has Fallen.
creased.
San Antonio, Tex., May 5. That confronting them during the latter
Torreon, state of Coahuila, Mexico, half of the nineteenth century and
has fallen into the hands of the Rev- the beginning of the twentieth have
olutionists, is the news in a private been far more difficult and delicate
telegram received in San Antonio to- than those confronting the countries
of Europe and yet. with two excepday.
tions, they have all been adjusted
either through direct diplomatic negoINKLING OF VICE
IN HIGH SOCIETY. tiations or by means of arbitration."
The doctor touched on the many
disImmorality as Rampant in Exclusive puzzling and irritating boundary
Circle as It Is in the Slums
putes which South American nations
fell heirs to when they came into
of the Big Cities.
freedom, and passed to the crucial
Trinidad, Colo., May 5. That he instance of the Paraguayan war, when
had
gave her champagne and, after she Argentine, Brazil and Uruguay
was in an intoxicated condition, at- Paraguay crushed and helpless. '"For
tacked her in his home, are the sensa- a time," he said, "it looked as if Parational charges made today by pretty guay would be made the Poland of
Ella Bell against Glen W. Harlan, gen- South America. If the usual European
eral manager of the Colorado Itail-wa- standards as to rights acquired by conLight and Power company. Har- quest had been applied, Paraguay
lan was arrested, arraigned and re- would today no longer exist on' the
leased under a bond of $1,000. Har- map as an independent country.
"At the suggestion of the Argentine
lan is widely known and a leader of
conThe girl is a maid in the Republic it was agreed by the
society.
alliance that victory
family and has been taking care of quering triple
the house in the absence of Mrs. Har- does not carry with it the right to
Paralan and her son.
Harlan declares dismemberment, and although in ths
had
been
the
aggressor
guay
that the charges are the result of an
the people of the country
attempt to "shake him down." He struggle,
were not made to suffer because of
says he bought the girl some chamthe ambitions of a political dictator.
pagne at her own request and after
"The Argentine Republic and Urushe had drunk some of the wine she
are today confronted by an inbecame violently sick. He says that guay
so difficult and
while he was helping her to her room ternational question
delicate that it. can only be compared
she screamed.
with our own policy with reference to
Harlan is a
of P. M. Johnthe mouth of the (Mississippi. It is
son, the millionaire of St. Elmo, 111., well to remember that neither the
who recently sold the local power
government nor the people of the
company, to New York capitalists for United States would for a moment en$(100,000.
tertain any compromise with referDanger at
Colleges.
ence to our absolute control of the
Madison, Wis., May 5. A "Jack the Mississippi.
Difficult and dangerous
Keeper' has caused a reign of terror as is the question of the control of
at the State university among the the river Platte, the
Argentine and
young women students.
Uruguay are conscientiously endeav- ne trouble which began with an
oring to find a satisfactory solution,
attack upon one girl several weeks i "With a century of record of achieve-agfollowed by a series of minor ment," he concluded, "the countries
annoyances, has reached a climax in of Latin America enter into the pres-th- e
visit Qf "the peeper" to an exclu-- j ent world situation as an important,
sive chapter house, where he forced factor in sustaining and developing
two girls to give a dance in
their the principle of arbitration and in the
nighties for his amusement.
maintenance of the world's peace."
Gospel of Peace.
FRAUDULENT COAL ENTRIES
Baltimore, May 5. "The Newer
TO BE INVESTIGATED.
Propaganda for Peace" was outlined
by Prof. Samuel T. Dutton of TeachAssistant Attorney General Ernest ers' college. Columbia University, before the Third National Peace ConKnaebel, formerly of Santa
Fe, Prosecuting Attorney.
gress at today's session, Prof. Dutton
said in part:
"It is evident that the hour has arDenver, Colo., May 5. The federal
grand jury got down to work, and the rived when the gospel of peace must
cases of more than a score of offend- be widely and earnestly preached.
ers against the government laws are Doubtless many influences are workIt is rumored that ing for the establishment of perpetual
being considered.
Human progress and the
the Jury will be called upon to inves- peace.
tigate cases of alleged fraudulent coal growth of the institutions of civilizaand land entries. This rumor is giv- tion are charged with that altruism
en credence by the arrival in Denver and with that sense of solidarity which
of Ernest Kaebel, formerly of this are fundamental in the peace movecity and now assistant attorney gen- ment. Men and women the world over
eral of the United States. Knaebel must apprehend and appreciate these
while in the United States district at- things. The five hundred peace socle-tie- s
of the world are doing much but
torney's office here worked on these
cases for some time, and was later their work, as yet lacks organization
.
transferred to Washington, where he and direction. Those who are able
continued the wor. It is known that to finance the peace cause may justly
insist that the peace forces in this
government agents have been very
active of late, ad there has been no country should be federated upon a
basis of
and cooperation that
disposition shown on the part of the the wholeequality'
authorities to let. up in their prosecu- that such a land may Tje covered and
wise, constructive and
tions, despite several setbacks in the
program of propaganda be orcourts.
ganized as will give the United States
distinction and enable her to take a
SAINT "CURES' ILLS;
place of leadership along the new
TESTIMONIALS BURNED.
path.
"Assuming that this may be brought
Guadalajara, Mex., May 5. At a about, what shall be the nature of
celebration in honor of San Jose de the
which in the pulpit,
la Montana (St Joseph of the Mount), on propoganda
the platform, through the press by
held at the church of the Divine Prov- means
of books and tracts is to be
idence here, 14,000 letters, written by
it will
presented? To most
persons who declared themselves cur- come as a new idea people
that the age of
ed of physical ills through the inter- war has
passed, that as we can see
cession ofthe saint, were burned. All In
today vast museums full
Europe
the letters were received since last of
ancient and mediaeval weapons
October.
A procession headed by a
kept as souvenirs of the barbaric
priest carrying the image of San Jose past, so it may be predicted that a
de la Montana preceded the burning' few
years hence the horrid engines of
or

mm1

Celebration of
Battle of Puebla Passed
Off Quietly
:

71.

AMERICA

MEXICO

and
Any
Opposed
commissioner of
New
Mexico
With
With
public lands. Messrs. Brown
and
Project the Best
of
Murder
ering
Charged
Herbst of Philadelphia are preparing
of Success
e
Constitution
Twenty-OnPeople
to purchase 20,000 acres of land in
New Mexico, upon which they propose
PROVES ATTRACTIVE SCHEME to settle some 200 Jewish farmers, to COMMITTEE NOT YET READY EVIDENCE IS HELD SECRET
be brought here from the East. The
American Agricultural association, it
Land Can Be Bought For O. Iy i3 understood, is also endorsing the Democrats Are Brewing UnpalProceedings Against 'Alleged
e

:,, 1911

MOREJffilL

y

Pencsylva-communlcatio-

n

!

j
j

.

z

j

son-in-la-

Co-E- d

o,

.

tne letters.

FORMER STALWART SENATOR
CROSSES BIG DIVIDE.
Hot Springs, Ark., May 5. Former
United States Senator Albert Beard
Kittridge of Sioux Falls, S. D., died
here at 9:30 o'clock last night-afte- r
a
month's illness with liver and kidney
trouble.
The body will be taken tomorrow to Keen, N. H., for interment
in the family burial plot.

destruction which modern genius and
science are constructing will be objects of historic interest rather than
of practical use.
"There will be, unless all signs
fail, no more racial wars.
Again,
there are to be no more religious wars
wars of races and religion having
passed, it can be shown that nothing
remains to cause war except national
(Continued

on Page Fire.)
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The Little Store

I

Know In Every Loaf"

WE

GIVE

OGERY
Southern Corner Plaza,
REGISTER

TICKETS

Santa Fe.

Telephone

ALL

WITH

CASH

No. 40.

PURCHASES.

6 Loaves of Bread for 25c

Foley Kidney Pills

The Capital Pharmacy of this city Mary E. Lobb and Mrs. Blanche
t, teachers, leaving two vacancies
has just closed a deal whereby they
will continue to be agents for ZEMO stiil to be filled.
the well known remedy for Eczema,
Las Cruces Has a Fire.
Dandruff, and all diseases of the skin
Fire of unknown origin at Las Cruscalp.
ces destroyed a large woodyard and
The extraordinary leap that this
entailing a loss of $4,000.
clean liquid external treatment for contents,
The fire department was greatly
skin affections has made into public
by poor equipment and
favor in the last few years proves Its ahandicapped
lack of water, the pressure being
wonderful curative properties and insufficient until the fire was beyond
makes it indeed a valuable addition to control. The owners of the yard are
the fine stock of remedial agents car- in the mountains prospecting and
ried by the Capital Pharmacy.
have not yet heard of the loss.
They have a limited supply of samWater at Willard.
ples. One of which will be given free
to any skin sufferer who wishes to
The Santa Fe railroad is srecting
test the merit of the medicine.
A three more water cranes at Willard,
booklet "How To Preserve the Skin," Torrance county, so as to be able to
will also be given to those interested. fill ten more water cars each day for
use along the Belen cut off. A well
drilled on the Dilley brothers claim,
A WESTERNER.
northwest of Willard, at a depth of
By Charles Badger Clark, Jr., in the J 37 feet
struck an underground river
Pacific Monthly.
in which the drill was lost. The wa- My fathers sleep o'er the sunrise ter rose to within 20 feet of the sur
plains
face. A pump will be installed to lift
And each one sleeps alone;
a thousand gallons a minute.
Their trails may dim to the grass and
rains
NUM3ER OF FORET
For I choose to make my own.
SERVICE CHANGES MADE.
I lay proud claim to the blood and
name
But I lean on no dead kin;
My name is mine for the praise or
scorn,
And the world began when I was born,
And the world Is mine to win!
They built high towns on their old log
sills,
Where the great, slow rivers gleamed,
But with new, live rock from tha savage hills,
I'll build as they only dreamed.
The fire scarce dies where the

Established 1856.

TONIC IN ACTION
QUICK IN RESULTS
t
Give prompt relief from BACKACHE,

Par-re-

TRY IT

II

rectors has elected J. H. Buckelew,
chairman, and J. L. Stubblefield,
clerk. J. I. Ferguson was chossn
principal of the schools, and Miss

CONTINUE

VALUABLE AGENCY

DENVER BREAD

"The Best

FIRM WILL
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JT. ffl

KIDNEY and BLADDER TROUBLE,
RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of the
KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION of the
BLADDER and all annoying URINARY
IRREGULARITIES. A positive boon to
MIDDLE AGED and ELDERLY
PEOPLE and for WOMEN.
H. M. Beatty, Little Rock, Ark.,
says. "For two years I have been
troubled with severe kidney trouble.
The pains across my back and over
my hips were so bad that they almost
meant death to me at times. I used
several well known kidney remedies
which gave me no relief until I used
Foley Kidney Pills, and these I can
uuthfully recommend as they have
made me sound and well." Sold by
all druggists.

SELIGIN

Spokane, Wash., May

YOUR HOME

5.

of

NAPOLEON

Groceries afld Delicatessen

Vienna Silkoline
Dundee Burlap
Geneva Cloth
Corona Cloth
Dimity Cloth
Rugs
Carpets

A

Duplex Scrim
Radium Cloth
Duplex Calais
English Taffeta
Denim
Curtains

SM

it

route and Mfc" In Snnknnp hv a. vntfi
of three to two at a recent meeting of K
- ll
EXTRA FINE IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
A number of changes were an- the city commissioners. comes a leireA.
from
Mrs.
Carrie
ier
Nation,
ft
nounced in the National Forest SerFRESH EVERY DAY BREAD PIES CREAM PUFFS CAKES
to E. H.l
vice yesterday to take effect on May former and
1st, District Forester A. C. Ringland
ad- in charge of District No. 3 making during her last stay in this city,
the announcements. Some of the visinS that she will arrive in Spokane
with her hatchet on May .15, healtn
changes are in the light of promo-Hayden ordinance
tions while others are new appoint-- permitting. The
was declared to be too drastic by the
ments.
commissioners voting
PHONE 191 BLACK
against the
C. C. Hall of Alamogordo, who ha3 measure and was
opposed
by a majorilies
been connected with the Alamo For-- i ty of the electors. Mrs. Frank AtkinTill the rails glint down the pass;
est with headquarters in that town, son, president of the local federation
The' desert springs into fruit and was
transferred to tne carson ia-- , of the Woman's Christian Temper-tiona- l
wheat
Forest with headquarters at ance union, and other officers of the
The Simplest and Most Compact Gasoline Engine Ever And I lay the stones of a solid street
Ross organization, declare they have heard
Antonito, Colorado, succeeding
Over
untrod
grass.
yesterday's
Constructed. Its small but extremely powerful, makes
He takes with nothing of Mrs. Nation's visit, but
McMillan resigned.
no
I waste
thought on my neighbor's him as deputy supervisor and as-she will come
a power pumping plant out of any windmill pump.
they admit jt js
birth
sistant Forest Assistant Leopold of t0 the northwestern country some
ur tne way ne manes nis prayer; the
same place.
time during the year. "The last time
ANY BOY
I grant him a white man's room on
ran-- ! i heard of Mrs.' Nation she was seri- forest
The
assistant
folowing
I
earth
CAN RUN
gers were announced as follows: ously sick," Mrs. Atkinson said, "and
If his game is only square.
THIS ;
Whilo ho nlnvs it straiirhT T'll fall him worge o. roswr 01 msutje. iu me v,u-- i qouoi li sne will ue aDie 10 mane
eonino forest with headquarters at so long a journey by the middle of
ENGINE.
mate,
Flagstaff; Richard H. Kennerdall of May."
If he cheats I drop him flat.
Williams, to the Tusayan Forest at
All rank but this is a worn-ou- t
lie,
We guarantee the Farm Pump Engine with reasonable care
Wiliams; Harry W. L'lmo of Prescdtt
$100 Reward $100.
For all clean men are as good as I
to the Prescott Forest; Francis A.
to run without trouble or bother as long as kept properly
The readers of this paper will be
And a king is only that.
lubricated and supplied with clean gasoline.
I dream no dreams of a nursemaid Donnelson of Roosevelt to the Tonto phased to learn that there is at least
b orest with headquarters
at Koose-- ! one dreaded disease that science
State,
$70.00
velt; Benton S. Rogers of Blue, to the na3 Deen ahie to cure in all its
That will spoon me out my food.
We can furnish any horse power engine required for your A stout heart sings in the
orest at springervine, uuy,stages and that is Catarrh.
Hall's
fray with'Apacne
B lyncher 0f Eager to the same for- - catarrh Cure is the
work. For sale by
fate
only positive cure
And the shock and sweat are good. est. Waldeman E. Curran of Oracle Catarrh being a constitutional disease,
FRANK F. QORMLEY, Santa Fe, N. M. From noon
to noon all the earthly to the Garces Forest, headquarters at requires a constitutional treatment.
boon
Tucson; Harry R. Bartleton of Tuc- Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internal
son to the Coconio Forest; Charley ly, acting directly upon the blood and
That I ask my God to spare
C. Hlkl of Williams to the Tusayan mucous surfaces of the system, thereIs a little daily bread in store,
With the room to fight the strong for Forest; Lewis C. Way of Parmelee to by destroying the foundation of the
the Garces Forest ; Fred W. Saxon of disease, and giving the patient
more,
And the weak shall get their share. Cliffs to the Coconino Forest; Drue strength by building up the, constituThe sunrise plains are a tender haze. Underwood of Clifton and John ,W. tion and assisting nature in doing
And the sunset seas are gray,
The proprietors have so
Hinck, Jr., of Greer, to the Apache its work.
But I stand here where the bright Forest; the above appointment to the much faith in its curative powers
skies blaze
Gila National Forest with headquar- that they offer One Hundred Dollars
Over me and the big Today,
ters at Silver City, New Mexico.
for any case that it fails to cure.
What use to me Is the vague "may be"
The following appointments to po- Send for list of testimonials. Address
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Or the mournful "might have been"' sitions in the forests in the territory
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
ALFALFA SEED.
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package For the sun wheels swift from morn of New Mexico were also recorded:
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
to morn
Fred W. Canfield of Zuni, to the
Take Hall's Family Pills for con
And the world began when I was born, Zuni National Forest; W. L. Day of
The only exclusive
Fe
stipation.
house in
And the world is mine to win!
Meek, and Clinton A. Hodges of Puerto to the Datil Forest; James
R.
Ewell of Pinos Altos to the Pecos
Ask
v
Forest; George Messer of AlamogorAROUND THE STATE
do to the Lincoln forest.
Phone Black
Phone Black
It is not generally known but the
service to which the Forest Service
Cut Off Foot Stepping
playfully
out from behind a tree at Roswell rangers are put makes excellent
where he, was hidden, to startle his scouts of them and it is estimated
father, who was driving a mowing that should the necessity arise the
r
old son third district alone could put twelve
machine, Eugene the
of E. G. Purpose, had his foot cut companies of mounted infantry into
the field ready lor service in a few
squarely off.
days.
Smallpox in Grant County Several
New and Interesting Program at the
cases iof smallpox are reported at
the Santa Rita mining camp, and as Elks' tonight: The Medallion; The
, . ..... .
a precautionary measure all children Actress and the Singer; Baby's Fall,
Lumber and all kinds
Lump, nut and
at FServo and Hanover camps, both and The Department Store. All subof building material
mine run coal
just a few miles from Santa Rita, are jects good ones.
who does your Cleaning and Pressing,
being vaccinated.
and those who are best satisfied with
YARD ON EICKOX STREET, NEAR
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
their orders in that line will surely
in
Lead
L.
D.
Strike
Sandias
PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to core
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
Brown a miner working for the La any case of Itching. Blind,
or
Bleeding Pro refer you to us. We have built up a
lu 6 to 14 days or money
Luz Mining and Development com- trading Piles
50e.
work
reputation for doing high-clas- s
Phone Red 100
Phone Red 100
pany, arrived in Albuquerque yesterin a short time and at a very moderate
day from the company's mine on the
We Have Built Up
charge. We are pleased to receive
Sandia mountain and brought with
him some very fine samples of lead
family trade, and assure you beforeore in a large vein Just struck in one
hand of complete satisfaction.
of the new levels of the workings.
101
Ave

LOUIS
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W

Following

the Hayden ordinance,
designed "to regulate hotels. I CBtetU- the defeat

BROS. CO.

THE NEWEST MATERIALS FOR DECORATING

Announces Her Arrival There on May
15 to Regulate Hotels, Restau- j5
'
(
rants and Cafes.

Alamogordo, Succeeds
Ross McMillan, Resigned, at
Antonito, Colorado.

1903

Puritan Art Draperies

CARRIE NATION WILL
d'
CLEAN UP SPOKANE.!?'

C. C. Hall of

Incorporated

FOR

HALF

A CENTURY

THE

LEADING

DRY

GOODS

HOUSE

IN THE CITY

'

if

saloon-smashe-

P. O. Box 219

Phone No. 36 $

'

1
1

trail-cam-

j

j

iiy

1

outer-

i

1

fob Madison, Wis.

Price

i

-

j

WHOLESALE

&

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

'

grain

WE DO NOT CARRY JUST A "SPRINKLING"
OF GARDEN
TOOLS, BUT A GREAT BIG V ARIETY OF SERVICEABLE, GOOD
QUALITY HOES, RAKES, FORKS TOOLS OF ALL KINDS FOR
THE GARDEN.
THE BEST CARPENTERS C OME TO US FOR THEIR TOOLS,
BECAUSE THEY KNOW WE KEEP THE BEST.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Santa

Yourselves

LEO HERSCH

45

oal

45

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

RATON
YANKEES

Wood

CERRILLOS

two-yea-

Eugenio Romero
LUMBER & COAL YARD

TH0WAS K DELGAD0, Mgr.

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
Near AZt!

FDepof.

Telephone

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
CAD

Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Rincles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

lull

CAIp
OALC

Modern Residences for Rent.

Washington

RIDE IN THE MOON

30 H. P.

$1,500
We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.

SNTA

FE GARAGE

Palace Ave.

WOOD'YS HACK LINE

..7

description. We ar. thu.
ranee
A
had :,.'"
to make the very best prices
been broken open but only a small enabled
amount of merchandise had been tak- rer Lumber of such high grade.
Ve will be pleased to figure on your
en.
contracts.
Estancla School Board Officers.
The Estancla board of school di

MARCH

Zook's Pharmacy
Phone 213

TAILOR.

mj

Z

Palace Ave.

Cor. Palace and Washington Avenue

Santa Fe Cars Robbed.
Wh
WE HANDLE LUMBER
from tha past milled into Willarrt thJ
iln large quantities and have every
.
it woo
" J"
the
modern i'Mlty
wagon loads of merchandise had been
. 7 for . furnishing
K
stolen out of a freight car somewhere
Lumber

tw
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Julius Muralter F. M. JONES.

Believed to Be Burglars.
News has been received by the police authorities of Albuquerque that
Charles Crawford and Hugh Kelly
two negroes who are believed to have
been the men who effected an en
trance to the store of Siegfried Kahn
on the night of April 21 last, stealing
over $300 worth of jewelry and watch
es, have been captured in Las Vegas,

Lump

Charies W.

From
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bound's Trains.
. Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives at

Taos art 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. . Good covered hack and good
teams.

Bm; Tiling' icn to Mate Fa
Dudrow FAREX3.gi Cojooforttl.
$5.00

- WINDS

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Baggies, Surrks, Saddle Hones.

C&L 'Phone 9

. iifceUYfflf IE2.

CHAS. CL0S50N

dm

Am

CHAPS

Chapped, red, rough, cracked and inflamed skin is usuallythe result
of exposure to the March winds.
Such unpleasant conditions may
not be entirely preventable, but they can be made less annoying.
Perhaps we can help you, we have ZOOK'S BENZOIN WITCH HAZEL
and ALMOND CREAM for the use of all wintry skins, and to keep
your complexion perfect in all kinds of weather.

Zook's Pharmacy
Phone 213

fHE SAUTa FE
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KEEP THE KIDNEYS WELL.

UNPARALLELED

Health la Worth Saving, and 8ome
Santa Fe People Know How
to Save It

ACHIEVEMENT

Many Santa Fe people take tSeir
lives In their hands by neglecting the
kidneys when they know these organs !
need help. Sick kidneys are responsible for a vast amount ol suffering and

Of Modern

America
Past Three Years

health, but there Is no need to suffer nor to remain in danger when all
diseases and aches and pains due to
weak kidneys can be quickly and permanently cured by the use ot Doan's
Kidney Pills. Here Is a Santa Fe
citizen's recommendation.
Hyman Lowitzkl, 115 Guadalupe St.,
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "I can recommend Doan's Kidney Pills, as they
fcave been used by myself and other
members of the family with splendid
results. The value of Doan's Kidney
Pills for relieving pain in the back
and the otber kidney difficulties has
been thoroughly proven to me."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-kiilbur- n
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Bemember the name Doan's and
take no other.
111

RESOLUTION

Department of the Interior,
Pecos Forest. Not Coal Land.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
April 27, 1911.
NOTICE is hereby given that Francisco R. Montoya, of Glorieta, N. M.,
who, on April 18, 1906, made homefor SE
stead entry, No.
Section 32, Township 1G N.,
Range 11 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make Fir
nal
proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
Register or Receiver of the U. S.
Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on
the 23rd day of June, 1911.
Claimant names as witness: Jesus
Gonzales y Roybal, Tiburcio Montoya, Esquibel Ortiz, all of Glorieta,
N. M., and Jose Martinez, of Santa Fe,
9234-0739-

five-yea-

ADOPTED

ARE

They Thank In Particular Santa
Feans For Their Hospitality.

:

Notice for Judication.

Woodmen of
During the

Resolutions endorsing the work of
the board of directors and others of
the Modern Woodmen of America;
asking the appointment of a head
physician for New Mexico and recommending Dr. S. L. Burton for the position, and finally expressing profound
thanks and appreciation to the members of Santa Fe Camp No. 13,514,
were passed by the Territorial Camp
before adjourning its
convention
here.
The resolutions were as follows:
Record of Past Year.
WHEREAS, The last three years'
history of the Modern Woodmen of
America, embodying the term closing
December 31, 1910, has been the most
successful and satisfactory in all the
splendid history of our Society, during which term there were issued a
grand total of 4G0.473
certificates,
placing the Modern Woodmen of
America in still further advanced
position among fraternal societies
than ever before, and
WHEREAS, The unequalled record
of the year 1910 alone, during which
year there were issued 163,238 Benefit Certificates,
the largest number
of new members ever obtained in' any
one year by any fraternal society,
with a net gain in protection of
making our grand total membership more than 1,200,000 men, with
a total insurance protection in force
of $1,786,098,000, and
WHEREAS, Our record for last
year snows mat trom ten assess
ments levied there were paid into the!
society more than $12,000,000 and
j that there
was paid to the widows
ana Denenciaries of dead Woodmen
more than ten million dollars,
and
our death rate was only 5.97 per
thousand members, and our loss rate
per thousand only $C40, and with a
total expense per member for man
agement of only 96 cents, is the
most phenomenal and unparalleled
achievement in the record of t'rater- na! society work, and
WHEREAS. The atate Camn nf
New Mexico in p.onvntinn
nswm.
$119.-611,00-

N. M.

MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.
muscles
soreness of the
whetherv induced by violent exercise
or injury, Chamberiain's Liniment is
excellent.
This liniment is also
highly esteemed for the relief it affords in cases of rheumatism.
Sold
by all dealers.
For

IffiPEmAL LAUNDRY
For Best Laundry Work

i
j

basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Retnrns Thursday and Friday.
T7
AtlXTriW . yV
Ol
!..Diea, tuny appreciating the grea
flUJiiio
i !!( u. jv. joaroer ouop
jwork
accomplished, and service ren-- I
Mrs. F O. BROWN Agent
dered to the people in this coun'ry
Phone No. 23 Red
by our society and realizing that this
A

T"fc

1

j

work is but the result of devotion
and honest endeavor of the head of-- !
fleers of the Society in directing this
Open Day and Night
great work, and desiring that the
world may know of our faith and
La Salle Restaurant
and cofcfidence 'n these head oflicers
and our approval or their magnifi
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
cent and honorable leadership as our
wo boon below F. Andrews Stor
trusted head officers and desiring to
express our pleasure and gratificaREGULAR MEALS 25c
tion because of the results attained
in this Society,
SHORT ORDERS AT ALL HOURS
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED,
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5 00
That the. State Camp of New Mexico,
in convention assembled, does hereby
French Noodle order 20c. disb.
endorse and approve the great and unNew York Chop Suey 50c.
A. R.
equalled work of Neighbor
Talbot, as Head consul of this Society, and commend him for his great
W. H. KERR,
service to the Society during the past
term, and that this State Camp enAgents HUBBS LAUNDRY
Phone us, wewillbegladiocallfor your dorses him for
BE IT FURTHER
RESOLVED,
aundry en Mondays and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays That this State Camp expresses to
our Esteemed Head Clerk, Major C.
All work is guaranteed; your
W. Hawes, and Hon. E. E. Murphy,
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
Chairman Board of Directors, our apextra charge.
preciation of their long and valuable
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122 service in this Society, and cheerful
j

j

MULLIGAN & RISING i
f FUNERAL
da?honht 130

DIRECTORS
Iflfi

RED

PICTURE FfUnlniG TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

NEW MEXICO

PALAO&

AVE

ly endorse them and approve their
conduct as Officers of this great Society.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED,
That this State Camp not only expresses its bwn sentiment, but also
the views of all Woodmen, when it
most positively endorses the splendid
record made by the Board of Directors of this Society,
and approves
their official acts and commends
them for their great wisdom displayed in the performacne of their arduous duties as Head Officers of this
Society.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED,
That this State Camp is proud of the
fact that in the great work of building up this Society, the Head Consul has seen fit to select as Supreme
Organizer, that great leader and organizer, Neighbor Ralph E. Johnson,
of Lincoln, whose untiring service
and devotion to our common cause
as the head of the field work department under the direction of our
Head Consul, is worthy of special
mention and approbation, and we,
therefore, most heartily endorse him
and approve his work as Supreme Organizer, and commend the wisdom of
our Supreme Officers in bringing to
their assistance in conducting the
work, men of the high type and
character of Neighbor Johnson.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED,
That a copy of these resolutions be
sent to the State Deputy and the
Executive Council of our Society for

MILITARY INSTITUTE

Roswell, New Mexico.
"The West Paint of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Department as "Distinguished
Institution."
Army officers detailed by War Depart'

nent

ureafamouit of open air wort

Health-testtocati-

of any Mlitary School fat
the Union.
Located in the beautiful
Pecos Valley, the tardea spot of the
West-i- t
an elation of 3700 feet above
sealerel sunshine every day, but little
rata or snow daring session.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors, all
Penates from standard eastern colleges

tiwughly

lighted and modern

pects,

funisiei

h

all res-

v.
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NEUTRALITY

This Is Lesson of Conditions
Along Mexican Boundary Declares Foster
FILIBUSTERERS

DENOUNCED

President Should Have Greater
Power to Prohibit Border
Intercourse.
(By Special Loasod Who to Nt w Mexican)
Baltimore, May 5. John V. Foster,
former secretary of state, and one of

sea, and an examination of our neutrality code shows that it applies
chiefly to maritime matters. The
great development of our population
both on the Mexican and Canadian
border requires a
of
the neutrality laws by our legislative
and executive departments.
"The attention of congress has been
repeatedly tailed to this subject, and
that body lias been urged to the adoption of stricter measures to enable
the executive to more fully discharge

are loaded with young fruit; many of
the smaller trees having more on
them thar the capacity of the trees
tun possibly mature.

FREE

e

TO WOMEN

its international duties of neutrality.
Following the embarrassments on our
southern border attending the independence of Texas, and on our northern frontier by the Canadian rebellion,
in is;if President Van Biutii in a special message laid before congress the
defective character of our neutrality

NOTICE.

Proposals will be received by the
lioard of County Commissioners of
Santa Fe County. New Mexico, for
of three
plans and specifications
bridges to be constructed, one over the
Santa Fe river on Canon road within
the limits of the city of Santa Fe.
One at the town of Galisteo, across
the Galisteo river at a point which will
be designated by the chairman of the
board of county commissioners, and
one other member of tha board.
One across the Galisteo river at the
town of i.os Cerrillos, at a point to
be designated by the chairman of the
board ami one other member of the

Women Buffering from any form of
illness are invited to promptly
communicate with Mrs.l'inkhani at Lynn,
Mass. All letters are received, opened,
read and answered by women. A wo
man can freely talk
laws, and asked that these laws bi
of her private illthoroughly revised and enlarged in
ness to a woman ;
order "to vest in the executive full
thus has been esto
tablished this conpower
prevent injuries being infidence between
flicted upon neighboring nations by
Jfrs. Pinkliiim and
tha unautohrized and unlawful arts
the women of
of the citizens of the United States or
America which bas
other persons who may be within our
never been broken.
IVD:
E1UKHAM
jurisdiction and subject to our conNever has slip inih.
trol." And lated in his administration lished a testimonial or used a letter
he repeated these recommendations. without the written consent of the board of county commissioners.
The Fenian plotting in our territory writer, and never has the Company
Said plans and specifications
for
these confidential letters to
and the raids into Canada led Presi allowed
of their possession, as the said bridges or either of them to be
out
pet
dent Arthur in 1X84 to urge again up hundreds of thousands of them in submitted to the said board of
county
on congress "the prompt and thorough their iiles will attest.
on or before the first
commissioners
treatment of the question, which", he
Out of the vast volume of experience day of June, A. D., 1!)11; at the office
said, "intimately concerns the nation- which Mrs. riiikliain has to draw of the probate clerk of the county of
al honor."
from, it is tnoro than possible that she Santa Fe. N. , at the court house in
has gained the very knowledge needed
Need of Revision.
in your case. She asks nothiiitr in re the city of Santa Fe, N. M., at which
time the different plans and specifica"Notwithstanding those urgent ap- turn except your goodwill, and
peals to congress, the neutrality laws advice lias helped thousands, hurt-l-herj tions for each of said bridges, after
of ISIS remain unaltered with all the any woman, rich or poor, should bel which bids will be ealled for, on or
defects pointed out by successive glad to take advantage of this pener-- l before the first Monday in July for
presidents. The fact that defective, ous oner or assistance. Address Mrs. the construction of said bridges or
IMnkham, care of Lvdia E. l'inkham either of them, as the board
legislation does not relieve or excuse Medicine
may elect,
Co., Lyun, "Mass.
a nation from discharging its internaand only the plan and specifications
tional obligations was made very clear
Every woman ought to have which may he adopted, for each of
said bridges will be paid for; but the
after our civil war, when our govern- Lydia 13. Pinkham's 80-paj- re
ment announced to that of Great Brit- Text Book. It is not a book for proposal shall contain the amount of
ain that
no sovereign power can
general distribution, as it is too charge, which will be made for the
rightfully plead the defects of its own expensive. It is free and only plan and specification if accepted.
domestic penal statutes as justifica- obtainable
plans and speby mail. 'Write for The parties proposing
tion or ententuation of an interna- it
cifications, will be required to inform
today.
tional wrong to another sovereign
themselves as to the particular locations at which each of the said
power.' and the Geneva
arbitration
20 YEARS AGO TODAY bridges, is to bo constructed,
tribunal confirmed this principle by
also the
... ...V ..,f, U1UU
HTliat- 1,1 11.(1111 (I
particular conditions existing at each
ty of $15,500,000 because of its defec- (From the New Mexican of this sate of the said locations, which will enter
1891.)
into the matter of the construction of
tive legislation and neglect of its in
The orchards are in full bloom now said bridge or bridges.
ternational duty. Great Britain rec-- i
and the sight is a beautiful one.
The board reserves the right of remade a thorough revision of her laws
Foster, the weather prophet, pre- jecting any and all proposals.
and now stands at the front of the dicts chilly nights and probable frosts
I. SPARKS.
nations in her neutrality legislation. from May 13 to 2(1.
Chairman of the Board.
GEO.
ARMI.IO.
Unless we follow her example, we
The invalid child of Hon. A.
of the Board.
shall continue to expose ourselves to and wife, died at St. Vincent's Joseph
Clerk
hospithe just complaints and reclamations tal here on
Saturday afternoon and
of Mexico and Canada."
Sale of timber District No. 3. Albuquerwas buried today; the Hon. i.. Bradque. New Mexico. April 5. lull. Seeled bids
ford Prince reading the Episcopal marked outside, "fllil.
Timber Snle, Genorftl
QUALITY AND QUANTITY
Heb'ry 15. 1811. .feme. National Forchurch service.
This little one had Notice.
to
est
ami
add
rested
the
llstrlct Forester
OFTEN GO TOGETHER.
N.
been a
j

1

v

.

Mex..wtll be received up
long
sufferer, having sustain- Albuquerque,
to and Including the xth day of May 1911, for
ed injuries through a fad when quite allor
any part oforthe merchant able dead
t!ni!er standing
down, and all or any
young.
part of the live timber marked for cutt ing
The Santa Fe Spanish Dramatic by the Forest Oltlcers, located In Sections
17. 18. 19, 20, T. 19 N'.. R.6 K . and In that porsociety will give an entertainment tion of unsurveyed townships
IS and 19 N
and dance at Gray's Opera house on R.5K..N.M. P. M lying south oftheA'la"
lnos Canon, east of the Hacn location No.
the 6th.
This society Grant, north of the Frljolno uanon. anil
westof the Ramon Vigil (inint within the
has succeeded in giving entire satis- Jemcz
National Forest, New Mexico, estifaction in the past and will undoubt mated to be in million
ft B. M more or less
of
western
yellow plneand Iiouglas fir.
so
do
in the future. The piece
edly
No hid of lessthan$3.no per M.ft. B.
to be presented is "El Baron."
M. will be considered
and a dennsit. of
must be sent to the First National
The promise of an immense fruit j $500.00
Bank of Albuquerqr.e. N. M. for each hid
crop in New Mexico is of an extra submitted to the District Forester. Timber
valid claims Is exempted from
ordinary cnaracter. In company with sale. upon
The right to reject any
and all bids Is
Mr. Ellis we examined the fruit trees reserved. For further Information and resales,
address
gulations
governing
on the Ellis farm Saturday evening. Supervisor, Jemez National Foret. Forest
Santa
The peach, pear, plum and apple trees Fe.New Mex. AKTHl'R O. RIN(il.ANI)
District Forester.
1
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Mexico.
University of New
N. M.
Albuquerque,

Six Weeks,

?

June

5th to July 14th.
Gener- subjects offered:

Principal
al History, English Literature, Physics, Chemistry, Zoology, Classics,
Modern Languages.
Special Courses for High School Instructors.
Vocal and Instrumental Music.
FEE FOR THE COURSE:
Five
Dollars.
(Exclusive of Laboratory
Fees.)
Circular o Information on application to the Registrar of the Univer-sity.
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PIANOS

V

ft

PIANOS

ten months. They have hundreds of
Chickering Bros.
satisfied customers in New Mexico
Bush and Lane.
and Arizona.
Learnard-LindemanCo.
A letter,
telegram or a telephone
Schiller.
to them regarding pianos, prices and
Victor
terms will prove to prospective piano
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lin-demaCo. will meet every customer
Milton and the World Famous Cecilian
Interior Player Pianos, and many more than half way in making
other makes.
purchase of a piano a simple ?nd satThis firm has purchased over six isfactory business transaction, not one
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
n

Jesse-Frenc-

n

LEARNARD-LINDEMAN-

The Square Music Dealers
SANTA

-

.

ft

Summer School, 1911.

e

g

HORSE RACING IS
KILLED IN FLORIDA.
5.
The
Tullahasse, Fla.,
May
House yesterday afternoon passed
the ami-ractrack bill by a vote of
The measure already has
;i to 1.
passed the Senate. The bill awaits
the signa'ure of the governor.

ADVICE

e

run-dow- n

J.

115
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the foremost authorities on international law, in an address before the
Third National Peace Conference here
today declared that the principal lesson of the present conditions on the
Mexican border was the need of better neutrality laws. Mr. Foster suggested three modifications which in
his opinion, the present laws should
undergo:
"First, some restriction should be
placed upon the free commerce as a
mercantile commodity of arms and
munitions of war, and power should
be conferred upon the President to
their information.
limit or suspend, in his discretion,
Recommend Dr. Burton.
their export across the border in time
WHEREAS, The Territory of New of disturbance or insurrection.
Mexico has now been in the jurisdic"Second. It should be made untion nearly three years and has a lawful for Americans to enter the
beneficial membership of 1506, There- military service of any power or chief
fore, Be "t Resolved by the Mexico at war with a nation with which we
Territorial Camp, That we ask the are at peace. It was the personal aid
Head camp to grant to New Mexico, a of Americans that gave strength to
Head Physician, and
the Canadian rebellion in 18;!S, to the
Be it further Resolved,
that this late insurrection in Mexico, and to the
camp knowing Dr. S. L. Burton as an recent civil wars in Nicaragua and
enthusiastic woodman and compe- Honduras. In this respect the laws of
Great Britain, France, and other countent physician, recommend to the
e
council the consideration of tries are in advance of ours. The
Dr. Burton's name for appointment as British Foreign Enlistment Act of
1S70 makes it unlawful for any BritHead physician.
ish subject to enter the military servThank Local Camp.
.Whereas We the delegates of the ice of any power at war with a naseveral camps of New Mexico have tion with which its government is at
been so royally entertained by the peace; and it subjects them to heavy
Santa Fe Camp No. 1:5,514, Whereas line and imprisonment.' In all its neuon the breaking
They have so arranged the program trality proclamations
to facilitate business and add to our out of hostilities in other nations, tho
subcomfort, Whereas, the county com- British government notifies its
missioners of Santa Fe county have jects of the penalties they will incur
under their own laws and it further
granted us the use of the court room warns them that
they will enter such
in their Court House.
service at their own peril, in no wise
Therefore, Be It Resolved that we obtain
any protection from their own
extend our hearty thanks to the members of the Santa Fe Camp for their government, and must suffer such
penalties as the enemy may inflict
hospitality and untiring efforts
to
them. We certainly do no less
make this convention a grand suc- upon
Chances of Only Child Making Good
than this.
cess.
Are Decidedly Against it and
conbe
should
"Third, greater power
It Is Often Handicapped.
Be It Further Resolved that we also ferred upon the President, in time of
extend our hearty thanks to the city civil disturbance on the frontier, to
London, May 5. The law of inheritand county commissioners
of Santa limit or prohibit intercourse across
Fe for their manifestation of interest the border, to prevent the abuse of ance should be altered so that not the
Court Room; also to those who fur- our territory by foreign conspirators,1 eldest, but the second or the third
nished autos to aid us in seeing the and in his discretion to enforce mar- son comes into the possession of title,
tial law on our soil within the zone property and position on the father's
City of Santa Fe.
death."
of disturbance.
E. F. THEE, Chairman
This revolutionary opinion was giv
ft. U MILLER.
"Defects of our neutrality laws,"
was Mr. Foster's subject. He said en by a physician with a large family
J. D. H. RELiJ.
practice when discussing the examina
in part:
COME OUT STRAW HAT!
"In the intercourse of our country tions of only and eldest children re73 DEGREF? YESTERDAY. with foreign nations it. is our first and cently made in Vienna by Professor
most important duty to preserve the .1. Friedjung, from which it would ap
Something Tells Us That Summer Is peace and cultivate relations of friend- pear that only the eldest children are
ship with our cotornimous neighbors. usually timid, neurotic, unstable and
Here; the Trees Have Their
And yet within the last few weeks hysterical.
New Bonnets On.
The professor had under examina
we have seen local disturbances in
of
There were a few straw hats out the northern states of Mexico fanned tion 100 such children, forty-fivthem being boys. Of them all, only
of
bounwar
into
the
flames
the
not
but
along
yesterday,
enough for a quor:.
Yet the mercury rose to an alti dary line, and our entire population thirteen were full normal. Eighteen
tude of 73 degrees at 3:40 p. m. and at astounded by the rapid concentration were severely neuropathic and sixty-ninshowed nervous instability.
no time was it lower than 40 yester- on the frontier of a large portion of
"I have frequently noticed that the
our
for
hostile
operaarmy
equipped
Let
the straw hats therefore
day.
come out and be in harmony with the tions. Those best informed tell us eldest children are often backward
and neurotic," said the family physitrees, many of which have put foi'li tha tthls lamentable condition of af- cian referred to.
"The eldest child
their leaves in true hot weather style. fairs has been brought about largely
has usually been the only child for a
The plaza too, is picking up in popu- by the abuse of foreigners of the conconsiderable period, and the only child
lation and many are seen sittine. tiguous territory of the United States
is the hub of the house. Everybody
of
and
active
the
by
basking in the sun throughout the American citizens. participation
Great quantities has to give way to it, everything is
day.
of arms and munitions of war, evading sacrificed to it, and the child speedily
The warm weather is noticed
by our custom houses, have been surrep suffers from exaggerated ego. Such i
none more than the pharmacists who
titiously introduced Into Mexico. child is spoiled, pampered and imnave clerks busy
preparing ice cream Large numbers of American citizens, properly fed.
sodas, limeades and some other aids both
"In large families the healthy chil
singly and in bands, accoutered
to tne parched tongue and blistered
are
for war, have openly crossed the fron- dren, physically and mentally,
throat.
the forces which are those which, having been born latest,
tier
and
joined
But the greatest evidence of warm
to overthrow a government are left to grow up by themselves and
weather is seen in the hatgear of the seeking
with which we are at peace; and when look, after each other, instead of befair sex. Straw bonnets of all
the worsted in battle have sought a refuge ing coddled and shepherded by the
shades of the rainbow and
shapes im- within our borders, only to return at parents. Children of a big family are
aginable have made their appearance will and take part in a contest in far fitter than those in a family of
and bid defiance to Jack Frost's co- which we should
properly be neutral one or two children only."
horts, telling them to hike back to the A
"Professor Friedjung
is
quite
'provisional governor of
arctic circle and give the poor little Chihuahua' has openly established his right," said another physician. V'The
peach and apple buds a chance.
office at El Paso, Texas, and there best children are born when the mothfrom issued his orders and carried on er is aged from 28 to 35."
The Department Store and
warlike correspondence
across the
Baby's
Fall are both comic. See them at
while insurrectionary chiefs FISH EATING CAUSES
frontier;
the
H.1KSCANCER AND LEPROSY.
in other localities on American terri
tonignt.
Washington, May 5. Are two of
tory, were actively plotting against
the established government of Mex-ico- the most horrible maladies known to
LIVING Iff
mankind
TENSION
cancer
and
leprosy
"It is not necessary that we should caused by eating fish? Scientists in
consider the merits of the controversy Europe and America are trying to deTo overdo in order to kep
up with
The United
Mexico, to pass judgment upon the termine the question.
" jmiaue i me tendency of the in
condition of affairs on our southern States bureau of fisheries is hard at
age.
border. Every patriotic American citi work on the cancer problem.
EuroLiving at such a high tension is it
zen who has regard for the honor of peans are giving special attention to
any wonder that our nerve sanitari- his
country and its reputation among leprosy. German scientists agree that
uuio aim rest cures are ailed with
the nations of the earth must deplore in some way or other leprosy and fish
men and women.
,
these events, and inquire whether bear a relation to each other.
When one begins to get into this there
is not a remedy for them. I am
condition, there is only one cure n satisfied that there has been a sincere GAMBLER
STABS HIS
complete rest, together with a whole desire on the
part of the President
WIFE TO DEATH.
some diet and a good
and his cabinet to enforce a strict oh
5. Sadie
Cheyenne, Wyo., May
iuuic ana strengm creator. There is servance of our
neutrality laws. I am King of
N. Y., the white
nothing in this line that can possibly not so certain that a similar spirit wife of kochester,
Frank Nakagowa, a Japanese
excel the medical elements of the has existed on the part of the local
was stabbed to death by her
gambler,
cod's liver combined with tonic Iron. authorities, either federal or state,
husband tonight, as the culmination
This simple combination is found in along the frontier, where the
popular of divorce proceedings and a dispute
Vinol.
It contains no oil or grease sentiment seems to be largely on the regarding money.
and agrees with everyone.5
side of the insurrectionists.
But
A well known
college professor whether or not the neutrality laws
OLD LADY'S SAGE ADVICE
states that he considers Vinol a
been strictly enforced, it is plain
truly have
Mrs.
Knoxville, Tenn.
Mamie
to
our
of
wonderful tonic and a strength
any student
history who has Towe, of 102 W. Main
n
this
Street,
to a critical point. A friend given attention to the subject that
says: "If you had seen me, be
asked him to try Vinol. He did so, they are antiquated and are in great city,
fore I began to take Cardui. you
and is now enjoying perfect health! need of revision and enlargement.
would not think I was the same per
"Our
first
was
act
neutrality
and its curative powers cannot be too
passed son. Six doctors failed to do me
during Washington's first administra
strongly extolled.
and my friends thought I would
We reccommend Vinol to build un tion, and they were put into their good,
die. I could hardy get out of bed or
in
1818.
At
the
time
present
shape
and strengthen the
and
walk a step. At last an old lady adoverworked weak women, old people, of their enactment they marked a vised me to t-- te
in
advance
Cardui, and now I
International
law
and
delicate children and convalescents. great
can go most anywhere." All ailing
In case anyone Is not satisfied after practice, and gained for our country women
need Cardui, as a gentle, re
much credit. But they have
to
taking one bottle, we always refund be too limited In their scope. proved
tonic especially adapted to
freshing
At
that
their money.
This does not happen time our land frontier both on the their peculiar ailments.
It Is a reliaoften, however, because Vinol's per- north and the south was
ble, vegetable- - Temedy, successfully
very
sparsely
centage of cures is very hitch. Canltal settled. Our intercourse with foreign used tor over 50 years. Tou ought to
Pharmacy.
nations was then almost entirely by try It.
blood-makin-

Thoronfh Academic course, preparinf
younr men for ceHege or business lire,
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SANTA FE SETS THE PACE.
Old Santa Fe has agam set the
pace. It was the first county in the'
commonwealth to buy a steam road!
roller, grader and packer, the
of modern road making machinery. Bernalillo county, with the progressive city of Albuquerque, now desires to add the same kind of a machine to its road making apparatus
and Bernalillo county is so small, that
with an energetic county government,
the roads out of Albuquerque to the
boundary of the county in every direction should be models within a year
or two. San Juan county, too, is
about to follow Santa Fe county's example, in fact, was stirred up to it
by the recent visit of a delegation
from the Santa Fe Chamber of Commerce.
Says the" Albuquerque Jour

MEXICAN

COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES,

Secretary-Treasure-

r.

Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Daily, per week, by carrier
Daily, per month, by carrier... .75
65
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail

Tlcily.

six months,

by mail

$3.50
1.00

Weekly, six months
Weekly, eyeur
Weekly, per quarter

2.00
50

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

sent to
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper In New Mexico. It is
circulation
and
a
and
has
growing
large
every postoffice in the Territory,
of the Southwest.
anions, the intelligent and progressive people

FRIDAY, MAY 5, 1911.

S. a.

nal:
"The citizens of San Juan county
turned out in large numbers at a big
mass meeting, which organized and
laid out a systematic plan of campaign
the members are going down into their
own individual pockets to raise $3,000
to get their own road machine and
start it out to make better highways.
"That is the kind of a good roads
association that gets the results. Why
doesn't Albuquerque and Bernalillo
county do likewise?
"How long would it take such an
organization as that formed at Aztec
to fix up, for instance, the present
almost impassible road south to the
stockyards and beyond, a job requiring only a few days' work and a small

home-mad- e

hand-painte- d

e

J palen,

R.
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at

N.
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TIONAL BANK

THE MOULTONESPE COMPANY

OF SANTA FE.

Santa Fe, New Mexico

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
NEW MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.
-- , $150,000
Capital Stock
80.000
Surplus and Undivided Profit -

General Land
Specialists in all matters before the United States and
Offices and the Territorial Land Department.

Transacts geaersJ tanking business ta all its branches.-Learmoney oa the most favorable terms on all kinds of
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CLEAN UP!
If Santa Fe aims to be an educational center, and that is one of the
lines of its natural development, it
No sensible
must clean up morally.
to
parent cares to send his children
school in a town which tolerates
houses of ill repute and which does
not draw the line very strictly in matters of that kind. The New Mexican
'
knows of several desirable families
move from town beare
about
that
cause of the danger to their boys,
and there are more empty cottages in
Santa Fe today than there have been
It is
at any time in its history.
time to clean up, for the wide open
policy never paid any town in the
long run, but especially not Santa Fe,
which seeks to attract to it a high
pleasure-seekerclass of health-seekertourists and families, who come
here because of the extensive and
'
superb educational facilities.

A CRUEL INSTITUTION.
Ko lover of hit kind was he
Who first conceived the plan
Of putting o'er the public's head
A tyrant weather man,
Who'd ell aloft in high cool plan,
And fln4 It his delight.
To shout malicious in tones vicious,
"No reUer In Bight!"

jT
jj

'

sausage as I have eaten
at your table, you might make a
tune out of it."
The weather bureau and Its works.
J
"I paint china moderately well," she
The government thought fine.
"I suppose that would
suggested.
In plans to fortell temperatures,
not support me."
And coming storms divine,
But now Importing hot waves 'tis.
"Xot if people feel as I do," said the
Nor stopping day or night.
honest old lawyer. "I would rather
While rings that torrid, mean ory horrid,
"No relief In sight!"
eut your sausage off an old white plate
than fp.ctory brand from
was a man who said long 'go.
There
" "
china."
That public rights were rotl
And that the public should go to
Tdg woman laughed: "I suppose
A place that's very hot.
mul- that settles the future for me. I shall
of
the
must
An
Ideal weather man he'd make.
stand
the
jeers
they
....
machine."
to the sausage
For he would vent his spite
expense?
titude, even here in New Mexico, turn
In
words vociferous, most pestiferous,
where it is just as easy as elsewhere It was not an easy task to take up
"How long would it take such an
"No relief In sight!"
she
town
a.
where
a
those
business in
such
to get a mob throwing stones at
organization to see that the law
who are seeking to better the condi- - had once been a person of some
flooding the roads with irrigaagainst
THE FLIRT.
tions for that very mob. In every portanoe, but she did it, and so man-stat- tion water is strictly and drastically
and in every city there are for- - fully that people who began by look-ce- s enforced in this county?
at work "cleaning up," wiping ing' down on her were forced to look "With such an organization as this, The most forceful answer that has
away the stain of licentiousness, up. She did not even disdain to use the road problem would be solved in been given to the Roosevelt campaign
though her own name. She started in by hav- - Bernalillo county. The county au- against ra!e suicide, is that quality
drunkenness,.
graft. Even
sometimes it seems as if their work ing parchment wrappers printed with thorities have done splendid work and not quantity ,"is the present need.
Sausage" during the past few months and a big But now come physicians and say
was for naught, inch by inch, humanity "Mrs. Dearborn's Home-Mad- e
is being lifted out of the mire. It may and placed on every pound she turned start has been made. Backed up by that without quantity there can not
sink back a short distance now and out. Other people in town besides a live, aggressive, determined good be quality; that the only child is genthen but in the whole, the trend is the lawyer knew what a savory
roads association with the citizens erally a failure in the world, and that
and onward. Says Current tide it was, and year by year her willing to spend a little of their own it is from large families that the
literature in speaking of this fight, trade reached out till it far outgrew money, the progress of the campaign world derives its greatest men and
a fight that must also be waged in a mere locality. Today, instead of in this county could be expedited 50 women.
Santa Fe:
coming from her own kitchen, it is per cent.
"In thre; of our largest citias there produced from splej!idit(y equipped
"Shall San Juan county put one ov
Bear and forbear' is the "Golden
has been, in the last few weeks, an factory. Still, it is no factory
er on Bernalillo?"
Rule," of married lite that will predethat duct, except as to bulk. Every pound
of moral cesspools
vent divorces and unhappiness,
makes the ordinary work of the ma- - is as perfectly seasoned and blended
clared a St. Louis judge this week in
IDEALIST.
THE
TAFT,
seem tame by com- - as when she ground the meat and
It is the man with ideals who makes an opinion in a divorce case. It's a
gazine muck-rake- r
Taft as a good rule also in business, politics and
parison. In New York City the man- wrapped it with her own hands. The his mark in the world.
the old Dearborn politician has been so successful that city building.
to perform the disagreeable job of tak- sausage bought
ing off the lid was Police Magistrate homestead back again, and she lives he attained the presidency, and yet,
Corrigan. In Pittsburg, the president there in luxury paid for by her own history might have set him down as ONE CONTINUOUS JAG
of the Voters' League, A. Leo Weil, earnings. Therf is no secret about a sorry failure had he been merely
He
dear. We must not
FOR TEN DAYS.
did the work, and in Chicago a Vice the sort of success which came to a successful politician, or conscien
kiss, or you will take my cold.
Bho Never mind I can pass lt onl
Commission appointed by the mayor her, says Isabel Gordon Curtis, who tious executive.
But like his prede Visitor in San Antonio From Louisi
undertook the duty. The revelations relates this incident in an article in cessor, he has ideals, dreams, visions,
is Fined Three Times for
ana
are local in their character, and the "Success Magazine." She simply did and although his ideals, like those of
Identical Offense.
Very Annoying.
discussion that has ensued has been what she could do best. Still, the lit Roosevelt, arouse sneers and criticism
Til motor," sayed
chief lv of a local sort; but in the tie lady who teaches dancing looks and opposition, yet, they stamp him
San
Texas, May 5. Geo
Antonio,
The
Lady Clare;
midst of it comes Mr. S. S. McClure, down on the Dearborn sausage fact- as a great man, a great President The Bryan arrived in San Antonio a few
Two punctures made
It is a case foreign press is almost unanimous in
Her want to swear.
the magazine publisher, who has been ory as horribly
lumber
Louisiana
a
from
ago
that is all. declaring that Taft has become one of days
for years collecting facts concerning of a different
camn. Having been out of touch
"
the world's immortals, through his for two years or more with real civi
the lawlessness of the American peo- How He Took It.
pie, and the local revelations assume A SANE FOURTH AT SANTA FE, peace message of eighteen words, in lization as it presents itself in a me
was explaining his sys
trainer
The
ot
a national significance in the ngnt
Santa Fe will have a first class which he declared that arbitration tropolitan city, the first thing Bryan tem. "In
, he said, "the
training"
e
should be extended to the settlement did after
his sweeping indictment. There are Fourth of Ju,y Celebration.
obedience Is required. When,
arriving here was to pay
ten times as many murders," so runs game Ume ,t hag an opportunity t0 of all international disputes, even visits in regular order to a tailor, and strictest
ever I think of the theory of training
one OI nis statements maae m an demonstrate that a sane Fourth can those Involving a nation's honor. That a barber. Having, as he put it, "got
I think of Dash, who, after, eighteen
m
me
address in New Yoru city,
fl
h
h
pninvahl
nl,i sentence has fired the imagination of rigged out," he started out to see the years of married life, is one of the best
United States per million inhabitants attractive than the 0Idfashioned mur- - humanity; it has brought a thousand town. OBut subsequent events in his and
husbands in the world.
as in any otner country, tie auuea. deroug affair The prjme requisite years nearer the realization of the career indicate that he travelled most 'Dash,'happiest
I once said to him, 'Dash, old
-- me numDer
oi muraers in mis cuuu- - however is organi2ation and system. message of "peace on earth, good on the 'wet' side. Last Thursday he man, how do you take married life?'
"
try m tnirteen years manes as grea.. a A Fmlrth of tuiv celebration should will to men," that was proclaimed two was arrested charged with drunken
'According to directions,' he re
death list as that of those of the be planned well. In Santa Fe, espe thousand years ago. It seems a mes ness and fined the usual price. Satur plied." Argonaut.
Union army, who died on the South cially, there is so much of the pictur- sage, whose common sense is so self-- day he fell into the hands of the law
ern oauieneias m iue civn
ibi esque and of tne nistoriC;
that might evident, that it is a wonder that no again on the same charge. Again he
.
tnrantv.Tijna mnnlara in TWi- - .De utilized to
HAD TO GIVE IT UP.
Da
J..An, cnnr
A sane great ruler has dared to give it ut was fined and paid the assessment, the
advantage.
troit and two in Toronto. Our civili- - Fnnrth rinps
eliminate terance before this, but President roll he displayed indicating that he
zation has not broken down all at flreworUs lt mereiy prohibits the "use Taft leaving the ruts of precedent, of could go the gaits for some time and
of prejudice, of false still have money to meet incidentals
once under this advancing lawless- or
and unne conservatism,
dangerous explosives
ness. It has taken time. In 1881 cessary noise. It seeks to
logic, has declared it in clarion tones, Yesterday he got into the law's grip
supplant
murders for beauty for ugllnesg and music for Why should not nations settle their for the third time and when arraigned
there were twenty-fou- r
every million of population. In the racket. There is for instance the pa difficulties, even those involving na in court proceeded to plead his own
next fifteen years the murder rate geant of Liberty, proposed by Robert tional honor, in the same manner that case by sayingr "Judge, these arrests
grew six times faster than the popula Haven Schauffler in an article in "Suc individuals do? There was a time, are coming so often they are growing
tion, till today we read with indiffer- cess Magazine," based on the idea when individuals deemed it necessary monotonous. It appears to me that
ence newspaper headlines in any pa- that America was the pioneer in that to fight duels to settle points of per I am looked upon as 'picking' for the
per such as, if they appeared in any mo(Iern struggle for liberty which has sonal honor, .but the people of the police. I want to tell your honor that
European paper, would cause a down-- ; played, guch a striking part in tlje United States have long outgrown you can not
forty blocks
fan ol the torm or government.
world's history since 1776. Our War that code, and today every dispute, of fining me this time, for I have got
men are suoi uown aimoM. uany, of independence inspired the French even one involving personal honor, is this case beat hands down. You see,
stores are looted in broad daylight. Revoiution which, in turn, brandished settled in the courts or if settled in Judge, the constitution prohibits
&oiar we nave arawnirom mere news the torch ot Uberty through Europe personal combat is done so in viola man being tried the second time for
paper accounts; but according to an durin!r tne nineteenth centnrv until tion of the law. It is this fact, that the same offence. This drunk you
is giving a tremendous significance have me arrested for is the identical
official statement made public last in our A
fl t
the flame h
. I.
r:
;
r
ii ivy itiu ivice
por.ce congress in session at same drunk you fined me for last
uuuiu
vuiiiiiiisiuii, me other continents
Brlt'n-orc- ,
this week at which every Thursday. It is also the same drunk
annual loss in lives in Chicago from
The
of
of
consists
Liberty
Pageant
prostitution alone is 5,000. The com a parade of simple floats which may address refers directly' or indirectly to you fined me for Saturday. I was not
the epochmaking peace utterance
mission makes many suggestions for or
disposed to kick when I was arrested
may not end in a dramatic and the President of the United
States,
allaying this evil, but insists not on choral performance or
the second time on. the same charge,
in
"masque'
which
like the minute guns but it occurs to me you are straining
message
segregation as a proper policy, but on
'I hear your wife has sold her par
at Lexington, has been echoed around the law at
.
..
.
constant and persistent repression
Joint when you yanK rot"
the world,, but in much swifter time a fellow every
inth absolute annihilation as the n- lto
fine him the
and
"Yes."
d cnaracters are t0 be the
and with far more unanimous acclaim. third timeupfor thetrysame drunk. You
...
timate ideal. The commission recom-1- ,
"I'm surprised. I thought she was
mends the appointment of a perman
"
see, Judge, I have not been sober since very fond of the bird."
not
need'
be
These
floats
elaborate
Our
old, undemocratic idea of hon- last Thursday.
ent commission to fight the evil, the
This
you see on
ten
was.
jag
'She
but
develoDed
a
it
or
nara
to construct, in oring the birthday of American Inestablishment of a "morals court" toor expensive
me now is not a second or third edi dency not long ago to Insist 'on hav
consider cases of this kind, a trade :most cases aI1 that is required is a dependence is expressed in annual tion, but an actual continuation of. the ing the last word, and that was too
school and hospital for wayward Plam larSe trucK' festooned with sim- outbursts of barbarism which has al- load you fined me for twice before. much."
women, and a special agency for the pie garlands, and with the wheels ready done to death more persons Of course you can fine me the third
in branches. This truck car than the
Revolutionary War ever time if you want to that's up to the
supervision of the children of unmar hidden
'.
His Cruel Terms.
ried mothers. Another suggestion is ries the necessary characters, dressed though of destroying, indeed, our court but if you do, the chances are My water pipes have burst: and now
the appointment of women police of- of course, in the costumes of the pe- peaceful celebration seems as much that I'll be fined the fourth time for The plumber knots my anxious brow
more dangerous than the old style of the same offence before night. I am ay saying he won't come until ficers to deal with women of this kind riod.
in fun
. .
;.gintrr'n
There need be none of those com warfare as smallpox is more danger- not due to get sober for about ten days I nay
and to protect strangers.
plicated, elaborately colored pyramid- ous than chicken-pox- .
To make thiB and in order to save you and the poHARD, HARD, HARD.
SAUSAGE OR ART?
al, structures of "staff" which en- fact clear, Mrs. Isaac L. Rice, the lice a lot of trouble, if you'll Just let
At this commencement season, the dangered the success of the Hudson- - dearest foe of our barbarous Fourth, me alone until this Jag wears itself
choice of life work is thrust upon Fulton celebration in New York. For has arranged two columns of figures out, I'll blow in and settle the whole
many a school graduate. If the edu- they are difficult and costly to prepare side by side.
The one is taken thing at once and thus save a great
cational system were just what it ana aououui oi enecK Tne eneci from "Bancroft's History of the deal of bother for all concerned." The
ought to be. the difficulty of a choice sought should be pictorial rather thanUnited States," and shows the Ameri judge, however, took a different view
cases a can casualties in seven famous Revo- of the case and Bryan was fined the
would not be so great for manual sculpturesque. In many
training and domestic science are in single small platform or table is the lutionary battles.
The other has third time for drunkenness and given
only "property" requpired.
been compiled Dy the "Journal of tne to understand that if he showed up
part solutions of the problem, by
the natural trend of the pupil
The floats in procession represent American Medical Association."
It again he would get a rock pile atand making it apparent that the boy the history of the modern struggle considerably understates the casual tachment with the fine. When this an
with mechanical skill but with no for liberty. This history, however, ties, on seven recent Fourths,
nouncement was made Bryan said
head for the professions, will do bet- may be given as fully or as sketchily Lexington
83 "Rock piles have no terrors for me,
ter as a carpenter or blacksmith than as the particular resources of each Bunker Hill
449 judge, I was reared in the mountains
he would as a lawyer or as a preach- place suggest, each foreign colony in Fort Moultrie
37 of east Tennessee and broke enough
er. Similarly, a girl, with but a me- a town working up its own float un White Plains
to make a maccadamized road across
100
,....
diocre talent for music or painting is der central supervision.
the county. You may frighten a few
Fort Washington
., ..149
of them with rock piles, but you see,
wasting a life, and each person lives
Santa Fe with its long line of pic- Monmouth
229
but once on this mundane sphere, if turesque, historic characters ,with its
I am used to them."
Judge.
72
she turns to art when Providence blending of races, with its romantic Cowpens
intended her .for a housekeeper or a memories, could make such a pageTO AND FROM ROSVVELL.
1,119
'
seamstress.
worth while even though it is a July 4, 1903
Connections
ant
made with Automobile
4,449
In a small city two women upon town of
few inhab- July 4, 1904
line it Vaughn for Roswell, flally.
comparatively
4.169
whom fortune had turned her back itants and little wealth.
l
for
The para- July 4, 1905....:
5,176 Automobile leave Vaughn
started about the same time to learn
Ros
at
each year could July 4, 1906
arrives
nnd
m.
a.
at
8:30
phernalia
gathered
5,466
a living. One of them calls herself be
Automobile leaves
kept permanently and augmented July 4, 1907
4,413 well at 3:30 P. m.
"exceedingly genteel." She ekes out each year. There might be a revival
The
Roswell tor Vaughn at 6 p. m.
Clarence They say that you should
4, 1908
July
5,623
teachsort
existence
of
the barest
by
of the miracle plays at the same time, July 4, 1909
Torrance pot put a 6 hat on a
and
head.
P
between
fare
Santa
5,307
ing music and dancing. She is passe of the Pastores, or Los Comanches,
Is S5.80 and between Torrance and
Percy Well, It's easier to mark
on both these accomplishments and or the De
Vargas procession.
Reserve seat! on auto down the hat than to mark up the
34,603 Roswell $10.
the few who patronize her do so A
safe and sane Fourth of July
mobile by wire. J. W. ff'ockard.
'out
the
When
of
charity.
wholly
The prediction of Santa Fe's
deother woman faced the problem of celebration, with a historic pageant,
struction by fire, earthquake and flood
J. M. Howell, a popular druggist
Tough Luck.
earning an income she asked her each year, would in time become on
adnext
of Greensburg, Ky., Bays: "We use
famous
Santa
Fe
for
has
and
peculiar
Friday
would
he
what
some of these 'harMnflsM of fpvusir
Saturday
ought
suggest
"If
lawyer
our
In
The jaybird said in an
"I should say, madam," he an vantages for the development of such to make the life and fire insurance Chamberlain's Cough Remedy excel"Don't get to work pretty
know it is
swered, promptly, "that If you could a celebration as is to be found no- business unusually brisk for the next own household and
rn have tq build a am
seven days.
For sale by all dealers.
lent."
supply the town with such a brand of where else in the United States.

WIPING OUT THE STAIN.
In all the world's history it was the
the fanatics, the men and women
willing to suffer martyrdom and in
many instances did suffer it, who lightof progress,' who
ed the torches
struck the shackles from the slaves,
who made life a cleaner, purer, holier
thing and more of a joy to the
multitude than it ever was before.
Fortunately, the stake and the gibbet
are no longer the fate of those who
day
are altruistic, but even at this
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very-acm-

and Superintendent.

.MEXICAN', SANTA FE,

;

i

personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of
money to ati ports of the civilized world on as liberal terms a '
are given by any money traasmiting agency public or private.
Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of four per cent
per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal advances
made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank,
executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and aims
to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects, as is
consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking.
Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the public Is
respectfully solicited.
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One of the Best Hotels in the West
ROOMS IN SUITE WITH PRIVATE BATH

Cuisine and
Table Service

I

Large Sample
Boom for Commercial Travelers

J

Unexcelled

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

124126

WASHINGTON AVENUE

Two Blocks From Depot
One Block West of Capitol

Capital Hotel

Montezuma Ave,

,

Good-nigh-

ns

TELEPHONE 88 BLACK

HANDSOME ROOMS

t,

AMERICAN OR
EUROPEAN PLAN

ATTRACTIVE DINING
KOOM-G- ood
Service.

COURTEOUS TREATMENT
Santa Fe, N. M

Proprietor, Mrs. L. C. KENNEDY.

low-bre-

view-poin-

t,

......

..iv
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HOTELS

MONTEZUMA

At-th-

RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL

COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.

Thirty seven rooms; newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath an phone.
FINE SAMPLE ROOM,

THOS. DORAN

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

RATES

Proprietor.

C0R0NAD0 HOTEL
SlORT

ONE OF THE 9 EST

-

IN THE CITY

ORDER RESTAURANTS

CUISINE AND TABLE SERVICE GOOD
LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
HOT AND COLD BATHS.
KLEOTRIO LIGHTS

come-withi-

Every Room

a Good

RATES 60o t
per day!

6. LUPE HERRERA, Prop.

One.

$1,00

to-tn- e

i

.

it

SOFT DRINKS
The folVnriig are
GINGER

I00T

1

your erders delivered.

ugjested to tie thirsty as senettiof twl mi tari&f

ALE, WILD CHERRY,

BEER, KLONDIKE

FIZZ,

LEMON SODA,
COCO

ll&K EXEV
W

COLA,

Qenuine Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
All

driaks aadefroa
Altered water

SANXA FE BOTTLUUi WORKS
L- -.
.
..

s

CX
Prepriet.

BKRY

'Cm

Cut Flowers
A Specialty
,

PLANTS, Fruit in 8eason. Wedding
ana lauie eouquoia ang uccorauons.

:.

Funeral Designs.
Out of town orders given careful attention. An extra charge of 25c
for packing on order under $3.00.

THE CLARENDON

J

Rot-wel-

Telephone Red 35 mat

GARDEN R.V.BOYLE, Mgr.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Phone Black 12.

Wells Fargo & Go. Express
General Express Forwarders
'TO

':

All
VP
Jaft
5)

.

Parts of The World

MnflAV and Inconvenience

by Purcbtuing; Wells

mUllVJ Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Traveler'

Checks and Foreign Money Orders

Payable

Tliruui hoot

U.

S., Canada, Mexico

and all Foreign
Countries

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELBORAPM
'

'

'

e

:

Ijf.f!

,

:

J. D.

BARNES,

Afnt.

' TEE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. U.
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UNITED STATES BANK

CAPITAL

TRUST CO.

&

50,000.00

Does a General Banking Business
Your Patronage Solicited
T

President

B. LAUGHUN,

' W.

duced to its simplest terms it means
that while nations may employ force
PERSONAL MENTION
to susfpross disorders within their LADIES-specown borders, unlawful conduct on tha
ATTENTION
other
part of any nation
from St- - nations shall be taken affocting
R. D. FalU. a Ealesman
in hand by an
Louis, is at the Palace.
international force under the direc-- '
C. B. McKeeby, the hardware salestion of the league.
Remarkably low figures given on
Montezuma.
man of Denver, is at the
"The propagandist may show the Willow fancy feathers, and a line
of diminishing importance
Attorney William R. Holly
of physical of flowers of high grade for 10
Springer, Colfax county, is at the force in the world as compared with days. Call and be convinced.
Palace.
.
that of moral force. It is moral pow- A. W. Lahey, a safety razor sales- ier that is lifting up the backward peo- man, is here from Denver. He is at pies and making some of the great na-- i
lions that have long been dormant
the Palace.
U. S. Marshal C. M. Foraker is here arouse themselves for new action. In
He is registered China, Turkey, Cuba, Porto Rico and
from Albuquerque.
the Philippines we sec this moral 126
at the Montezuma.
New York Central 107; North-M. L. English, a well known mining awakening,
em Pacific 123
Reading 135;'
Santa
Fe
"Another
theme
which
not
has
man of Hyer, southern
Southern Pacific 114
t'nion Pacific
ceived the attention it deserves, is 177
is at the Palace.
Steel 74
pfd. 119
r
moral and social influences of con-beB. S. Phillips of the Truchas Lum-jth- e
GRAIN, PORK, LARD, RIBS.
company, has returned from a scription. It is not difficult to
;
?j
Chicago, May 5. July 88
docout
of
with
is
that
the
it
harmony
trip to Albuquerque.
Sept. 87
not
A. A. Sena, member of the Mounted trine of individual liberty, it does
Corn July 52
Sept. 53
Oats July 32
police, passed through Estancia last encourage but suppresses true patriot-eveninSept. 32
j
on his way to Santa Fe Es- ism, it partakes of the nature of
Pork July 14.85;
world
Christian
which
has
the
Herald.
er'
Lard July 8.02
Sept. S.10.
TViiiitv Sheriff E II. Birnbaum of abolished.
Ribs July 7.85; Sept. 7.S0.
"Among the newer propoganda is
Mora county, is in the city, greeting
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, May 5. Wool unchanged,
old friend3. He 'is very popular in the possibility of extending the principi ui u jieui.auMuun oi
Santa Fe.
Xerritory and western mediums 17ft
me auviincemeui oi
17; fine mediums 13S15; Fine
John J. Kelly, who studied at St. jio Keep pace wuu
in
of
the
direction
opinion
LIVESTOCK.
Michaers College la back from New public and
cooperation.
Re-- !
Kansas City. May 5. Cattle
York city, where he has been spend unity
"While there can probably be no
1,111'in.
.Market
Native
months.
some
strong.
eeipts
ing
immediate limitation of armaments in
Superintendent Reuben Perry or, Europe, the United States may well steers $3.25"? 6.10; southern steers
and
school
cows and heif- Indian
the United States
set an example and while there is lit- - $i.25(5:C(i; southern
ers $:!.25ft4.75; native cows and heif- Mrs. Perry have gone to California
'
on a pleasure trip. Albuquerque
ers $3.00 ffiC.dO; stockers and feedei 3
'creasing poverty and human suffering $4.75fi 5.75; bulls $4.006.00;7 calves
Journal.
of the economic wasta now
because
Mrs. Ida R. Bright of Ft. Worth,
steers $1.75
$4.00 G.75; westorn
Tuv.. fa in tho oiiv tnrtav and will incurred calls for energetic appeal and 5.90; western cows $3.255.00.
return to her home tonight. She tiaal""lKalC,000.
Market
Hogs Receipts
been the guest of Miss Clara M. Wood
steady to weak. Bulk of sale3 $5.75
BARBER RESTORES SIGHT
at Santa Fe. Albuquerque Herald,
5.90;
TO BLIND MAN.
heavy $5.75 ft 5.85; packers!
C. H. Gibson, freight agent of the N.
and butchers $5,SO!fi5.90; light $5.S0
M., C. and H. A. Coomer, general man5.95.
All Over the World Had
ager of the same road, came in yes- Specialists
Failed When Massage Acci
Market
3,000.
Sheep Receipts
the
day
terday morning spending
lambs
strong. Mut'ons $3.504.50;
dentally Effects Cure.
here i on 'railroad business. Estancia
fe,j wethers and yarl-San Francisco, Cal., May 5. -- Aft- $3.00?iG-10News.
ewes'
reings $4.0(1 ?.15; fed western
J. F. Hutchinson and W. S. Wallen-stei- er trying in vain to have his sight
Ber-li$X50fr4.25.
in
Sal-idstored
Vienna,
by
specialists
of
prominent cattle dealers
and New York, C. D. Cunningham,
Colorado, are at the Montezuma
hotel. Jltey. expect s targe shipment a wealthy mining man of Los Angeles,
r
of cattle from Arizona and expect to was suddenly cured of a
at
a
in
Fourth
barber
blindness
shop
the cattle over the Denver and
and Mission streets, while having his
Rio Grande to their home.
What the famed oc- H. De Lesseps, the president of a face massaged.
and the East' had
of
ulists
Europe
who
New
Orleans,
Isugar company in
to do was accomplished by the j
spent part of the winter here, is now failed
on his way to the Grand Canon of Ar- accidental manipulations of a bar- j
j
ber.
Calito
from
there
will
and
go
izona,
of
blast
the
a
fate
By
lrof.y
De
peculiar
Mr.
fornia to finish his vacation.
his sight won him a
Lesseps spent two or three days in which lost him
The mine ffroved to be valufortune.
was
and
week
this
reg
Albuquerque
able and he sold it but Cunningham
istered at the Hotel Alvarado.
Last Sunday General and Mrs. fias- - had to begin spending, trying specialHe went to New
ley and their son Ralph, the live ist after specialist.
to Vienna and
and
York
there
from
from
came
down
wire
'A
young legal
Santa Fe for a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Berlin but all his efforts were fruitFred T. Fisher, and all made the less, and he returned to California
Homeland a pleasant call. Mrs. Eas-le- with a prospect of spending the rest
remained tor a week's visit with of his days blind.
Pain Indicates Cure.
her daughter Mrs. Fisher but the
; "QUALITY & PURITY"
"I entered the barber shop to get
general and his son Ralph had to take
the evening train to attend their shaved," he said, "but was prevailed
statewide legal practice, as they form upon to have my face massaged. The
one of the most popular and widely barber used the ordinary electrical
massage apparatus. As he passed it
kiio.wn , law firms In New Mexieo.
under my totally blind eye something
Mcintosh Homeland.
seemed to shoot through the back of
my eye and instantly I knew I had I
BAZAAR PROVED SPLENDID
FINANCIAL SUCCESS. recovered my sight."
Cunningham's yell of delight caused
Miss Lopez and Miss Krick Win Dia- ia near panic in the barber shop. He
danced around wildly, but managed to
mond Rings After Spirited
calm down sufficiently to explain that
Contest.
The bazaar for the t)eneflt of Guada- he wanted the other eye treated in
lupe church closed in a blaze of glory the same manner. The result was ful
at Library hall last night and it is ly extraordinary. The electrical vibrasaid to have been a financial success! tions, it seemed, had revived a para-bzefrom the first day. This speaks well
nerve.
for the ladies of the church and for
"I see, I see!" shouted Cunningham
all those , earnest workers who put dancing around in a frenzy of delight.
their shoulders to the wheel to turn
Cunning burst into the Argonaut
the dollars toward this affair
hotel like a wbhiwind.
The
cane
Of greatest interest at the bazaar which he formerly carried he discardIn
last night was the announcement of ed. Grabbing a newspaper, he held it
the winners of the diamond ring prizes out at arm's length and began to read.
in the. popularity contest Miss Josef a
"I can read!" he shouted.
His
Lopez 'won the first prize by a sub- friends who realized that he had restantia,! majority and Miss Lulu Krick covered his sight,
attempted to calm
the second prize. Both deserved the him, but he
CO. !
pushed them aside and
beautiful diamond rings they received ran into the street to look
upon the
4
because of the large sums they raised world, which
DRUGGISTS
practically had been
4
for the church, several hundred dol closed to him for
ten years. He ran
lars having been turned over by them
beside
Market
almost
street,
West Side Plaza
Phone Red 161
ft
Last night was card party night and along
himself with joy, and it was not until
4
ft the games were entered into with all an hour alter that he could be perthe enthusiasm with which cards are
to cease from telling pedestrisuaded
played; in this city.
ans and strangers that "he could
The
were valuable

ial

Summer Dresses
FOR

House and Street

MISS A. MUGLER

H. F. STEPHENS. Cashier,

N

Asst. Cashier

E. GRIFFIN,

PAGE FIVE

New Line

'

s

4

g

'

Dressing Sacques
Short Silk Kimonas

'

j

Real Estate
(City

Property-Ranch-

llil2.

Surety Bonds

$2.00

Kaki Walking Skirts
Tan linen Walking Skirts

'

j

j

$3.00
$2.50

Skirts

White Rep

I

.

$3.50
$5.00
$1.65 to $2.50

Long Silk kimonas
Long Crepe Kimonas

j

etc. Renting)

es

$5.00 up
$1.50 up
75c to $2.00

House Dresses

slav-tanc-

Boiler)

$12.00

&

Munsons Sun and Tubproof
Gingham Dresses

j

INSURANCE

$8.00

Linen Crash Suits

,

.

j

o

.

O. C. WATSON & CO.
Offices

119

San Francisco. St,

.

,

i

Santa Fe, New Mexico

.

-

Prices

and Snappy

Nobby-Stylis- h

i

j

Surprise Everybody

j

i

SPRING

WE SET THE PACE

;

ould
brings with it a desire for the outdoor life. Children particular!)
CHILDREN
in
SULKIES
can
and
our
of
the
they
spring
pleasures
enjoy
which are light, durable and just suited to give the babes an outing.
Call to see them, please, and also take a peep at our Library Tables,
Chairs, Rockers, and a vast assortment of rugs, ail just received.

Wi T01SEND & GO,

'

n

ten-yea-

j

p

j

"akers wagner
EXPERT

j

FURNITURE CO.

--

EMBALMERS

&

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

Espanola, Pojoaque, Tesuque

&

Santa Fe

Santa Fe AVsiracC

Rafijf 4
'

Insurance Agency.

Room No. 8, Capital City Bank Building
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Phone Black No. 52,
'

READYTOEAT
Kookt-Ot- e
is a crisp, flaky food to he poured out of the box Into the X
dish and eaten for breakfast without cooking, but is much better X
than other flaked foods could possibly be.
g
Kookt-Ot- e
is far more nourishing and wholesome, the flavor Is more

X
delightful.
standard for real nourish-men- t
All of us know that oats is the world's
and Kookt-Ot- e
represents the best form of oats that has ever
been produced.

Try a Package

H. S. KAUNE

RELIABLE":

BETTER

WITH THE ARRIVAL OF SPRING ZEPHYRS, LOW CUT SHOES
ARE IN GREAT

DEMAND

It has been said that "it is a fit feat to fit feet" but this feat is accom
m pushed at our store. Call and see the spnnr stock

$

I

JOHN PFLUEGER.

:BU1T BROS.

cidct n acc h a rv ccDvirn
For
CORRICK'S

:Brit?hiflSl- - and saddle hortea.
THEODORE CORRICK,
UWiS

tye at popular
HACK

Prop.

'

Phone Black 132.

and lent
prizes
an ' additional interest to the affair.
The ladies' prize, wos won by Miss
Eugenia Mandertield and the gentlemen's prize by Henry Krick.
The Rev. A. Besset and the Rev.
Jules J.' Harrmann are to be congratulated .over the success of ' the fair
which attests the loyalty of their parishioners who are desirous of. seeing
a suitable rectory soon erected for
their use.
,
,

'

MAKKETYKEPORT

Home Investment $100 to $1500
' 18 per cent.
Irrigation Company owns 45,000 acres of land in
Ibe Rio Grande Valley in Rio Arriba County. It Wishes to raise $20,000 to
construct a high line ditch on its own property; and to distribute this
loan, It issues bonds ot $100 and $1,000, payable in 3 years, with inter'
est coupons, at 8 per cent. V ,
,
This Is a solid Home Investment, secured by first mortgage on the
entire property, as safe as a government bond,, and drawing heavy Interest,
it you buy now, you get the coupon for the whole six months' interest
from Jan. 1. Issued at par.
The La Joya Land

&

,'

Apply to L. BRADFORD

PRINCE, Santa Fe.
4--

(Continued

SOLE AGENTS

'

2

Adolph Seligman Dry Goods Co.

Have You Seen BIG BEN?

Atchison

109;

63

tr2: Sugar 117

Northern

Champagne,
A

oi!,Ma

i00.a,

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE

Water Heaters and Percolaters

him in our window.

Wine

&

Water

I
C
v.
u,
I--

is known and sold the
new line mediumlprice
r.i ce
He

A

:

Glasses

ulau

Water Pitchers

I sflVTT,'7
yjL 1 Mm

etc

Saa Francisco

Street

309 San Francisco

Street

3--

pfd.

THE VAUG HAN RANCH
(Old Sparks Ranch)

Open May 15th for the Fishing Season
Best of Food

WE ARE NOW READY

.

INTRODUCTORY

Best of Beds

CARDS

Water
No Invalids
$15 a Week
Mora
and
Pecos
Rivers, Holy Ghost, Willow and Bear Creeks

TO

Frame Your Pictures
PRICES-AS- K:

FOR

THEM

AND NOVELTIES

Cold Pure Spring

Telefraph Glorieta

SERVICE
WIRE

UP

THOSE

DARK

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

Write Pecos

DAY

AND

PLACES

"Electric Irons That Stay Hot
Electric Toasters

at

over for $2.50.

nnrv tdvctai tiit
nuts, viiioial, vui

First Class Work Guaranteed

per cent; Prime mercantile pa
4 per cent; Mexican dollars
Great"

Come down and look
Si

SIGN WRITING

2

45; Amalgamated

cupidity or some fancied insult of national honor. Thus it can be shown
that war has no place in a system of
modern justice and that the time is
rapidly approaching when the conscience and reason of the world will
demand that every dispute whatso
ever shall be settled in a court of arbitral Justice.
"The new propoganda will Interpret and enforce the idea of a league
of peace so often urged by Mr. Carne
gie, and clearly stated by Mr. Roose
velt in his Chrlstiania address. Re- -

CONTINUOUS
is

From Page One.)

per

FOULARDS

EVERYTHING
You Could Possible Desire. See Our Stock.

world

MONEY AND .METALS.
New York, May 5. Standard copper
dull; Spot and July 1.6011.70; lead
dull $4.454.50; New York $4.25
4.30; East St. Louis Bar Silver 531-4- .
New York, May a. Call money 2 4

AND

Pongees we have the Silk, Cotton and Mercerized. Also for you
Waists and Gowns, we have
LINENS, MADRAS, LAWNS, BATISTE, REPS, SILKS &

CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING

2

LATIN AMERICA AND
...
n.;
, a, ARBITRATION.
;

PONGEES

.';II!

read."

& CO.

THE THINGS THAT WILL BE MOST WORN THIS YEAR

FOR LESS:

I
f

k

Arkansas Strawberries

"ALWAYS

d

Crisp Wholesome Food

A

y

Valley Fruit & Alfalfa Lands
We offer investments that are INVESTMENTS
.

FOOD

A NEW BREAKFAST

Santa Fe Water and Light Compan
m9mmimimmmmmm9H4W49fmcmmH4mimmmmmmmmmi

NIGHT
SOLE AGENTS
FOR

Electric Stoves
Electric Curling Irons
Electric
Chafing Dishes
Tea Pots
Electric

PAGE SIX

12

Si, Louis Rocky
'Pacific

Railway

18
7 30
7 40
05
8 20
35
8 50
9 10
9 35
10 00

(Read Up)

1910

eeo.

STATION'S

Miles
0
4
11

gpi

4 00

Lv..Des Moines. N. M...Ar; ...
Humaldo

3 50
3 30
3 15
3 05

MS3LCAN, SANTA FE, N,

CURES
SKIN DISEASES

Ifm

RATON NEW MEXICO.

In effect Sept, 1st

.

a in.

i.

&

Company,

GENERAL OFFICES
(Read Down)

IHB SAKTa FE NZW

i.fti.'

FRIDAY, MAY 5, 1911.

M

DR. GEORGE W. HARRISON

Declares That Estate Had Been
Three Years Ago and Plaintiff Received His Share.

A perfect condition of the skin exists as long as the blood is normal,
becomes contaminated with humors and acids its supply ol
nutritive properties is greatly lessened, and it becomes a sharp, acrid fluid
which diseases instead of preserving the natural health and texture of the
skin. Then couie Skin Diseases ; the character of the eruption depending
upon the nature of the humor with which the blood is infected. If there is
an excess of acid in the circulation the trouble is characterized by itching
and burning eruptions. Other impurities produce watery blisters, rashes,
etc., commonly known as Eczema, Tetter or Salt Rheum, while still other
morbid matters in the circulation cause Acne, pimples and like troubles. It
is ritrht and proper to sret what relief one may from the application of washes,
salves, etc., but such treatment should not be depended on alone to produce a
cure only a thorough purification of the blood can accomplish this. S. S. S.
cures Skin Diseases of every character and kind, because it purines the blood.
It goes down into the circulation and removes the humors and acids, builds
up the weak, acrid blood, and completely cures all skin affections. Book on
Skin Diseases and any medical advice free. S. S. S. is for sale at drug stores,
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GL

but when it

Capulla

16

20
25
31
42
49

-

j

Many peoole suffer from wc-- k hearts. They may experiv
ence saonness oi
"
or dizzy feelings, oppressed breathing niter oieais or their
eyes become blurred, their heart is not sufficiently strong
to pump blood to the extremities, and they have cold hands
and feet, or poor appetite because of weakened blood supply
to the stomach. A heart tonic and alterative should be taken
Such is Dr. Pierce's Golden
which has no bad af
Medical Discovery, which contains no dangerous narcotics
nor alcohol.
.
uv anurcuiGnis, w dives icu unucr win,
siuiiv
Blood
root
(Sanrulnarla Canadensis), Golden Seal root (Hydrastis Canadens).
root (Stilllngia Sylvutica), Black Cherry bark (.Prvnus Virginian),
sis), Queen's
Mandrake root (Podophyllum Peltatum), with triple refined clycerine, prepared
in a scientific laboratory in a way that no druggist could imitate.
This tonic contains no alcohol to shrink up the red blood corpuscles ; but, on
the other hand, it increases their number and they become round and healthy.
It helps the human system in the constant manufacture of rich, red blood. It
helps the stomach to assimilate or take up the proper elements from the food,
and many uncomthereby helping digestion and curing dyspepsia, heart-bur- n
fortable symptoms, stops excessive tissue waste in convalescence from fevers ;
for the
anaemic,
people, the "Discovery " is refreshing
and vitalizing. Stick to this safe and sane remedy, and refuse all ' ' just as good '
medicines offered by the druggist who is looking for a larger profit. Nothing
but Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery will do you hall as much good.

Set-tie- d

3&

Another step in the suit being carried on against his father George W.'
Harrison, by Grover William Harrison
was enacted yesterday afternoon at
when
Dr. Harrison
Albuquerque
through his attorneys filed his answer
to the allegations of his son denying
all and singular the allegations of

the complainant
The answer denies that any mismanVigil
2 45
...
or misappropriation has been
agement
Thompson
2 25
Cannlnsiliam
and sets out that a comcommitted,
55
1
I...
....Clifton HouseN.M
1 30
r,v!...
plete settlement of the share of the
Ar
Raton, N. M
An 10 15
young man was made with him in 190S
Union, N.M
,L,y
i2 30
9 49
.. ..Clifton House N'M....
47
in St. Louis and that the same was a
32
9
SPreaton
48
3 07
full, fair and in every way a bona fide
65
.Koehler Junction.
3 45
9 05
transaction.
2
Koehler..
35
8 20
iiColfax
68
4 15
The answer also sets forth that the
02
8
Oerrososo
76
4 43
7 45
defendant has not been guilty of conLv
82
Ar
Cimarron
5 00
6 35
Lv
Cimarron
5 10
Ar; a m
version of any of the real or personal
6 27
S")
Nrsd
5 18
6 17
property of the estate of his wife
Harlan
5 2S
AND
POLITICIANS
6
POLITICS
00
INEW
M..
MEXIGQ
.Lv
94
6 45
Ute Park, N.
Ar
Guadalupe Perea de Harrison, or of
pm
pm
the guardianship of his son. That he
has at no time converted any of the
ilOonneots ac Colfax with E. P. & 9. W. Ry, train both North' and 8outb.3
property into money for his own use
SStaste for Van Houten N, M, meets trains at Preston
9:00 a. m. daily except
and benefit. But he maintains that
M for Ellzabethtown, X
'at
M.,
N,
Ute
leaves
Park,
Stage
rest without any unnecessary delay. he has made a full accounting and
A Good Appointment!
undays. Fare fc uu one way S3.50 round trip; fifty pound bai?gae carried free.
. for the south at 11:11 p. m. arrives from the
O. & S. train leaves Des Moines, N,
"What have the opinions of the dis- set forth the fact of his final discharge
Last week Hon. E. P. Davies of Santh at 4,38 a. m,
ta Fe and Willard received the ap- gruntled to do with it? The subject as administrator of the estate of his
pointment of assietant district attor- was put to tha people of New Mex- deceased wife by the probate court of
F. M. WILLIAMS,
C. G. DEDMAN,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
ney of Santa Fe and Torrance coun- ico and they unanimously approved Bernalillo county.
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M..
Superintendent.
ties. This appointment will gratify the acts of their representatives in the
Statements also made a part of the
How con- - answer allege that in May 1908, after
all our citizens for Mr. Davies is well constitutional convention.
and favorably known as a good attor- - gress can permit suggestions or
consulting with Neill B. Field of Albu
u Lon- and a fine young man through all prove the conduct of those opposed to querque and Lyman, ana
to nor of
the constitution is enigmatical
this locality. Mcintosh Homeland.
who advised of his
Chicago,
many. New Mexico formed an opin- - full rights in the case, the plaintiff,
ASK
TICKETS
ion according to the enabling act Grover William Harrison entered into
The People Are Disgusted.
The majority an agreement with his father, who
YOUR
The people of New iMexico are dis- - That was expected.
gusted with the conditions prevailing were satisfied and they would like to was his guardian, that he would acEl Pas Bisfoee, DourUs
at Washington. They, are tired of know how it concerns those who had cept a certain piece of real estate in
ia
and M
the endless wrangle over statehood nothing to do with the framing of the St. Louis and $10,000 in cash for his
and would like to know what It is all constitution or its adoption. Interpre- interest in the estate of his mother
ico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
about. They would rather that de- - tation of present conditions could be Guadalupe Perea de Harrison, and
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
fpar nf the constitution were inevi- - none other than political. It was not that for the last three years the plaintable than this eternal bickering, a political measure. All the people, tiff has been in the full enjoyment of
Eighteen thousand majority for state- irrespective of party, were loud for- the settlement and has not until latesufficient to statehood. It is not a debatable ques- ly sought to repudiate the same.
evidence
be
should
hood
THE
EAST
and the President Wherefore the premises considered
convince that the people desired ad- - tion. Congress
have were to approve or disapprove
The matter should
mission.
the court is petitioned to dismiss the
Rock Island Tri- suit and assess the costs to the
right there, depending on con- - out
gress and the President to do the bnne.
OR
BEST
Iicdumn

i

M--

thin-blood-

PROCEEDINGS OF THE BOARD
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS.
PROBATE COURT.
Regular Term.

Santa Fe, N. M., May 1, 1911.
The Probate Court within and for
the county of Santa Fe met in regular session with the Hon. Victor
Ortega, Probate Judge, presiding and
George W. Armijo, probate clerk in
attendance.
was present as
C.
C. Closson

j

FOR

5HIP

j

FREIGHT

From Pallia Pp

-

with-stoppe-

shilly-shallyin-

WEST

ROUTE

Hotel Arrivals.
Palace.
M. D. Schneider, Albuquerque;
D. Scanlon, Rock Island, 111.; A.

For rates and full information address

EUGENE FOX,

Q--

El Paso Texas.

K.

W.

Lahey, Denver; William R. Hill, KanWichita;
sas City; H. W. Koeneke,
R. D. Falls, St. Louis; W. R. Holly,
Springer; M. L. Englisn, Hyer.
Montezuma.
ork;
Mrs. Harvey Oatman, New
James A. Rolls, O. W. Alexander, A.
J Casner, W. D. Shea, City; George
France, Globe, Ariz.; F. S. Speelman,
Pueblo; J. P. Adams, Denver; J. F.

Hutchinson,

W. S.

Wallenstein,

Sali-d-

fV

WEST:

EAST

THE

EDITORIAL

FLASHES

Undesirable Notoriety.
From the manner in which

the
newspaper fraternity of Santa Fe is
endeavoring to. stir up sensational
news in the staid old capital, Las Ve
gas must have aroused the jealousy
of her neighbors with that kidnaping
story. Albuquerque Herald.
Santa Fe Must Fall in Line.
Phoenix, the capital city of Arizona,
has voted a bond issue of $325,000 for
the purpose of putting in a sewer system and with this improved method
of sanitation it is expected that the
health of the city will be greatly im
proved and a reputation for cleanliness established that will prove a val
uable asset. That the city has exist
ed so long without these things is sur
prising to all those who have watch
ed its progress. El Pa30 Times.

.

Denver,

Colorado

Springs and Pueblo

far-of-

....

a,

FOLEY'S

HONEY-T-

Sheriff.
In the matter of the petition of
Hugh F. DuVal, to give bond as administrator to the estate of his deceased brother; the court, after due

Santa Fe, N. M., May 3, 1911.
The Board of County Commissioners met in special session at the call
of the chairman; present,
Hon. I.
Sparks, chairman; Hon. Alfredo
Hon. Jo3e Ortiz y Pino, commissioners; and George W. Armijo,
clerk; C. C. Closson, sheriff in attendance.
The following order was issued by
the Board,
Proposals will be received by the
Board of County Commissioners
of
Santa Fe county, New Mexico, for
plans and specifications of three
bridges to be constructed; one over
the Santa Fe river on Canyon Road
within the limits of the City of Santa
Lu-cer-

consideration, granted the petition.
In the matter of the last will and
testament of Harper S. Cunningham,
the
deceased, the court admitted
said last will to probate, and ordered Fe.
One at the Town of Galisteo, acros-se- d
that, letters testamentary be issued
the Galisteo river at a point
with the last will and
in conformity
testament of the said Harper S. which will be designated
by the
of County
Cunningham, deceased, to Evalina C. Chairman of the Board
Commissioners and one member of
Cunningham.
court
ordered that all claims the Board.
The
One across the Galisteo river at
filed against the estate of Antonio J.
be submitted by the Town of Los Cerrillos, at a point
Ortiz, deceased,
to be designated by the Chairman
the Clerk to Attorney for the
of the Board and one other member
of the Board of County
of
of
the
the report
In the matter
appraisers in the estate of Chas W.
Said plans and specifications
for
Dudrow, the court ordered that the said
bridges or either of them to be
said report be received and filed as submitted
to the said Board of
required by law; and that the ap- County Commissioners on or before
STANDING OF THE TEAMS
praisers be paid and discharged from the first day of June, A D
., 1911, at
further service.
the office of the Probate Clerk of the
National League.
In the matter of ISe final report of County of Santa Fe, N. M., at the
W. L. Pet.
A. J. Abbott, administrator, to the es- Court House, in the
City of Santa Fe,
10
5
.667
Pittsburg
tate of Hugh B. Perry, deceased, the N. M., at which time the different
4 - .778
14
Philadelphia
court ordered that the report be re pians and specifications for each of
5
11
.688
New York
ceived and that the estate he closed said bridges, after which bids will be
5
10
:667
Pittsburg
and the administrator
discharged called for, on or before the first Mon6
11
.647
Chicago
from further responsibility.
day in July for the construction of
4
8
.333
Cincinnati
In the matter of the petition of J. said bridges or either of them, as the
Boston ...
.278
613
M. Diaz, that an administrator be ap- Board may elect, and
3
9
only the plan
.250
St. Louis
to the estate of Jose Segura, and specification which
pointed
may be adop
4 13
.235
Brooklyn
deceased, the court, after due con- ted, tor each of said bridges will be
sideration, appointed Mrs. Carlota H. paid for; but the proposal shall conAmerican League.
de Segura, and fixed her bond at tain the amount of
W. L. Pet.
charge which will
be made for the plan and specificaDetroit
....17 2 .895 $1,000.
tion if accepted.
In the mater of the petition of
8
New York ... ...
7
.533
The parties proposing plans and
Garcia de Armijo, to be ap9
8
Boston
.529
8
8
.500 pointed administrator to the estate of specifications will be required to inPhiladelphia
8
.500 her deceased husband, Matias Armijo, form themselves as to the particular
'8
Chicago
9
7
.438 the court ordered that letters of ad- locations at which each of the said
Washington
and bridges is to be constructed, also the
7
Cleveland . ...
12
.368 ministration be issued to her,
particular conditions existing at each
4
St. Louis
14
.222 fixed her bond at $400.
In the matter of the final report of of the said locations, which will enA. L. Kendall, administrator to the ter into the matter of the constructWestern League.
W. L. Pet. estate of Frang Eastman, deceased, ion of said bridge or bridges.
The Board reserves the right of reand
3
Sioux City
9
.750 the court approved the report
Wichita
3
6
:667 ordered that the said estate be closed jecting any and all proposals.
There being no further business adthe administrator discharged
Omaha
8
5
.615 and
journment was taken to the call ot
Lincoln
4
6
.600 from further responsibility.
In the matter of the last will and the Chairman.
St. Joseph
6
6
.500
I. SPARKS,
Denver
5
5
.500 testament of R. B. Wood, the court
Chairman of the Board.
g
;j
Topeka
.273 ordered that thesame be filed and the Attest:
GEO W. ARMIJO,
made in con
Des Moines
2
11
.154 usual publication be
Clerk of the Board.
formity with the law, and fixed July
3rd, A. D., 1911, as the date for the d-t- )
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY
probating of said -- 'ill.
There being no further business the SMALLPOX BREAKS OUT
National League.
IN COLORADO LEGISLATURE.
court adjourneu to the next regular
Brooklyn at Philadelphia.
term.
New York at Boston.
Denver, Colo., May 5. The House
VICTOR ORTEGA,
chamber at the state capitol is In the
St. Louis at Pittsburg.
Attest:
Probate Judge. hands of the city board of health as a
Cincinnati at Chicago.
GEO. W. ARMIJO
result of the development of a case
of smallpox, which was discovered
Probate Clerk.
American League.
last night. One of the women stenogPhiladelphia at Washington.
Boston at New York.
Foley Kidney Pills are a true medi- raphers was compelled to leave her
cine.
They are healing, strengthen- work late yesterday
afternoon
by
ing, antiseptic and tonic.
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
They act sickness and her ailment was diag
For sale by all druggists. nosed as smallpox.
quickly.
,1
National League.
.

BASEBALL

Calif.; A. J. Hack, Colorado; P.
Mac Leod Allen. Del Norte, Colo.; A.
H.
Van Patten, Mr. and Mrs. W.
W.
Brown, F. A. Franz, City; A.
Wright, Louisville, Ky.; H. R. Giv
c- en, St. Louis ; ri. lvi. nare, u. a.
M.
C.
J.
L.
Denver;
Smith,
Keeby,
Foraker, Albuquerque; M. F. Brag-haChicago; K. E. Richtmore, Denver; J. A. Root, Albuquerque; B. S.
USE
Phillips, Truchas.
Like All Editors, Ahead of His Time.
Coronado.
In Chili where the wind is depend
small
M. Marinz, Albuquerque; John Cas able, there are two or three
are
railways, the cars of which
ner, City; Felix Chavez, Buxton.
equipped with sails for propulsion.
St. Louis Globe Democrat.
TWO DIVORCE SUITS,
One in a while some longheaded
ONE MARRIAGE LICENSE.
seer dips into the future anc aCvances
SHORTEST LINE TO
Wife Objects to Being Kicked When a thought far ahead of his time. Several years ago the writer being
Husband Is Drunk Cupid Is
somewhat of an inventor born under
Having Hard Time.
the magic wand of genius advanced
was the idea that railroad cars could be
The balance of the scales
against cupid at the county court propelled by sails. At that time all
our
house at Albuquerque yesterday as of those to whom we confided
there were two divorce suits filed and great secret denounced us as a fanatonly one marriage license taken out. ic, which has ever been the fate of
TICKETS AND RERERVATIONS AT
Berta Wallace filed suit against her all the great thinkers and forerunhusband, Tom Wallace, yesterday, ners of progress in every age. Now
comes the . information that
some
NEW MEXICAN BUILDING OR UNION DEPOT
asking for the custody of the
heathen land
child Ruby, and alimony. The greaser from the
petition alleges that the couple were of Chili has picked, up our theory and
married in Lincoln, N. M., on May put it into effect and will no doubt
world-wid- e
re15th, 1904, and have up to a short reap the reward of
time ago lived together as husband nown that rightly belongs to this humand wife, but that on January 1st last, ble scribe. Willard Record.
in a drunken rage threatened to
before the Territorial Supreme Court he,
kick her out of the house, and that
Cause for Indignation.
PROFESSION CARDS
Office: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe, N. M on
Recently the Albuquerque
February he refused longer to suppapers
port her. She therefore asks the have been printing pictures of various
"
HOLT
&
SUTHERLAND
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
court, in view of the fact that the scenes in the neighborhood of WilAttorneys
support of the child has been thus lard, all toward the end of advertisPractice in tje Distri t Court as placed upon her, that pending the fi
PAUL A. F. WALTER
ing the Kelly Addition to the town of
well as before the Supreme Court of nal settlement of the
litigation the de Willard. In the Herald of May 1.
Attorney-at-Lafendant be ordered to pay her a reas we thought we recognized the cut of
New Mexico the territory.
Santa Fe,
Las Cruces,
New Mexico. onable sum as alimony for the care of the Torrance
County Exhibit at the
--.
"
Gabina Gar Territorial Fair of 1909. Most of this
herself and the child.
WILLIAM McKEAN
PROBERT & COMPANY
cia de Perea filed filed suit yesterday exhibit was sent from Estancia in
Attorney-at-LaInvestments
against her husband Tomas Perea al charge of Mr. C. H. Bagley, who ap
Mining and Land Law.
Lai ds, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
leging abandonment and non support. pears in the picture. But, shades of
New Mexico.
Taos,
Money Loaned for Investors
This couple 'were married at Albu Moses, when we read the title beWe have for sale general stocks of querque in October, 1903, and up to neath the cut, we found
WARD
"Agricultural
G.
C. W.
Retail Lumber Yard February 2nd, 1910, lived together as Exhibit at Territorial
Merchandise,
from
Fair
Territorial District Attorn y
and other Business
Opportunities) man and wife, but on that date with Country around Willard, Torrance
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Taos county.
out due cause, without her consent county, N. M." The cut shows where
New Mexico, throughout
Las Vegas,
.Bank References Furnished
and against her will, the defendant the words "Estancia Valley"
have
New Mexico. left her and since she has been com been cut out so as not to appear in
Taos,
Chas. R. Easley.
Chas. F. EasHey.
the picture. It' Willard wants to steal
pelled to make her own living.
EASLEY & EASLEY.
DR. C. M. RILEY,
Clarence W. Smith and Cora A. our thunder, she ought also steal the
at
Law.
Attorneys
were name.
Physician and Surgeon. Stifflei, both of. Albuquerque,
Practice in the courts and before Veterinary
Graduate of McKillep's
On another page of the same paper
Veterinary granted a license to wed.
Land Department.
College of Chicago.
is a picture of "Antelope Springs, near
Land grants and titles examined.
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
Next thing
Willard, New Mexico."
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Estan-ciDentistry a Specialty
they'll be placing us all in the Willard
N. M.
Office: Chas. Closson's Barn.
Valley! Estancia News.
Day Phone Black 9.
t
E, C. ABBOTT
AR
Might Phone, Main 184.
WOMAN DRUNK GREATER
Attorney-at-LaPART OF 12 YEARS.
SuIn
and
the District
Practice
D
FOR
ALL
COUGHS
Af
COLDS
Herewith are some Bargains offered
Prompt and careful b the New
preme Courts.
Mexican Printing comFor bronchitis, hoarseness and
Denver, Colo., May 5. Edwin V.
attention given to all business.
Code of Civil Procedure of the
a church
pany:
former
Barton,
member,
in
the
throat.
Mexico
New
Fe.
tickling
Santa
Especially
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep recommended for children and president of the board of. directors of
a large church in Pittsburg and a Sunbound, $1; paper bound. 75c. Missouri delicate
HARRY D. MOULTON
persons. No opiates. A
'Pleading forms, $5: Missouri Code medicine, not a narcotic. The day school teacher, yesterday in the
Pleadings. $6; the two for $10. Bee Hive on the carton is the county court was given a divorce from
Attorney-at-LaSarah C. Barton. Mrs.
her
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws mark of the
genuine. Refuse husband testified, has beenBarton,
of New Mexico, 1889, 1901 and 1903,
drunk
the
substitutes.
English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25;
greater part of the past 12 years. He
Mr. Otto Paul, Milwaukee,
Wis.,
full leather $3.
Sheriff's Flexible says
declared that his wife frequently
Santa Fe, N. M.
Honey and Tar is still
Cover Pock-- t Dockets, single, $1.25; more Foley's
than the best. He writes us, called him vile names and. charged
two or more books, $1 each.
New "All those that
his religion was hut a cloak unFormerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
bought it think it is that
Nos. the best for
Court
M'xico
to hide his sins. The couwhich
der
Supreme
Reports,
a
Contests
and
Claims
Specialty
Land
coughs and colds they
Com3 and 10 inclusive, $3.30 each.
ever had and I think it is still more ple were married in Trenton, N. J., In
pilation Corporation Laws, 70 c. Com than the best. Our baby had a bad 1R87.
G. W. PRICHARD
Law
Mining Laws, K0 c Money's cold and it cured him in one day.
Counsellor
at
pilation
and
Attorney
try
"Practice in all the District Court Digest of New Mexico Reports, full Please accept thanks." Sold by all If you want anything on
New Mexican Want Ad,
and gives special attention to cases sheep, $6.50; full list school blanks. druggists.

When Going

Weak Heart

ANSWERS HIS STEPSON,

Chicago, 9; Cincinnati, 5.
Philadelphia, 6; Brooklyn,
New York, 7; Boston, 2.
Pittsburg, 17; St. Louis, 1.

0.

American League.
Chicago, 7; Cleveland, 1.
Philadelphia. 6; Washington,
Detroit, 4: St. Louis. 2.
Boston, 2; New York, 0.
Western League.
Denver, 1; Wichita, 0. ..."
St. Joseph, 6; Des Moines,
Lincoln, 7; Topeka, 2.
Sioux City, 10; Omaha, 6.

CALIFORNIA
EXCURSIONS;

2.

SAN DIEGO,
LOS ANGELES,

10.

RAILROADER COMES TO
GRIEF ON WHITE WAY.
Colo..

May

5!

12, 13, 14,

$50.90

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.,

Southern League.
"
Atlanta, 5; Memphis, 4.
Chattanooga, 4; Nashville, 2.
Montgomery, 3; Mobile, 4.
Birmingham, 3; New Orleans, 3.

Pueblo,

May,

$49.15
One way via Portland or Seattle, May, 12,

After "fly

the police say, on the proceeds of a series of alleged forgeries,
totaling $250, Louis M. Anderson, a
former railroad man, was arrested tonight. Within an hour a score of
persons he is alleged to have fleeced
rushed to the police station and literally stripped him of all his clothes in
their search for valuables, leaving
him in his cell with only a pair of
overalls and a shirt. May Smith ol
Denver, said to have been Anderson's
companion, also Is being detained, r

13, 14,

29, 30, & 31

$68.35

American Association.
Columbus, 2; Minneapolis, 7.
Toledo, 6; Kansas City, 9.
Louisville, 5; St. Paul, 3.
Indianapolis, 4; Milwaukee, 3. Eleven innings.

i'ng high,"

OAKLAND,

May, 12, 13, 14,

3.

' Coast League.
Vernon, 2; Portland, 3.
San Francisco, 7; Los Angeles,
Sacramento, 0; Oakland, 5.

SAN FRANCISCO,

Return Limit, July 3 1st,

1911

"SANTA FE ALL THE WAY"

For Particulars Call on, or Address,
If.

Santa Fe,

S.

LUTZ,

Agent.

N. M.

ROSWELL

AUTO CO.,

Carrying tha U. 8. mall and passengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is
land Railroads and the Atchison, To
peka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., arrive in Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
Leaves Roswell at 12:80 a. m arrive in Vaughn at 5:30 p. m. vr

ROSWELL, N. M.

to
Baggage allowance 100 lbs.
each regular ticket, excess baggage
at the rate ot $5.00 per hundred lbs.
We kre equipped to carry any kind
of trunks or baggage, up to 1,500 lbs.
Special rates are given for excursions, for eight or more passengers.
For further information, write the
Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. M.

J W. STOCKARD,

V"' i

MANAGEB

FRIDAY,

TO CARRY

MAY 5, 1911.

TWENTY-FIV- E

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
MEN

Manager Duffy of Chicago White Sox
Gives Out Information He Will
Keep Full Quota.

CAP
and

TIMETABLE ALL

CLASSIFYING

BELLS
R7T

ceeded.
A lady,

with dishevelled hair tnm
and
clothing, and eyes
red with weeping, stood in the middle
of the room. A man, with coat off.
sieeves rolled up, his eyeballs rolling
In frenzy, confronted the intruders.
"What do you want here?" he ded

manded.

are here in the interests of humanity," sternly answered
one of
them. "You are brutally maltreating
"We

this lady."

I?" he said, taming to her.
o," she said, "you are not.
Gentlemen, he is teaching me how to
express the natural emotions. This la
a school of dramatic art"
Then the avengers slunk out of the
''Am
"No

door.

Manager Hugh Duffy.

JPORWfi

The Retort.
Mrs. Bizrsy I notice
you're cleaning
house, Mm. Newcome, and I was
afraid you might throw your rubbish
out on the back lot. We don't do
that sort of thine here
.
Mrs. Newcome
I burned all our rub
bish in the furnace this morning, Mrs.
Bizey, Including a book on "Etiquette"
which I might have saved for you.
Catholic Standard and Times.
Collecting Arrears.
"Cascaretta," he said, "is it all over

us?"
"Yes, Geoffrey; it is all over.
Henceforth we are merely friends."
"Then, If you don't mind, I'll take
back that diamond ring."
The lovely maiden frowned.
One fan's idea of nothing to be e
"No, Geoffrey," she said; "you didn't
cited about is a telegraph bowling give me this ring until we had been
match.
engaged six months. I'll wear it six
Ball games Sunday before noon at months longer, If you please."
Oakland, Cal., have proved successful
from a patronage point of view.
Much the Same.
If one report Is to be believed.
e
"But," protested tiie Englishman,
Joss is all in; if another Is be'you have no family trees in your
lieved to, his arm was never as strong.
Comiskey says Jimmy Callahan is country."
"True," rejoined the nlaln Amer
the "wonder of the decade," that Cal
has come back with a vengeance, good ican, "but we have a lot of measly
underbrush, which is Quite as much
as ever.
in the way and Just as detrimental to
Gus Dundon, former Comiskeylte,
the
scenery."
has signed with Lincoln in the West-er- a
league. He will be used as utility
betweeD

Ad-di-

.

Inflelder.

Baseball's "bad boys" are gradually dropping out of the game. Managers will not waste their time on the
loose livers.
Elliott, the new Inflelder of the
Highlanders, has been left $30,000 by
a relative. He says he will keep right
on playing ball Just the same.
George Stone's legs are in bad condition, and he fears that his playing
days are about over. Stone didn't
last very long, but he had his share
of the calcium.
New Haven, it is stated, has purchased Pitcher Maberry from Cleveland. He was told to take his choice
of Fanwell, Doane or Mayberry and
he took the latter.
Connie Mack has announced his regular lineup for the start of the season.
Hogan, an outfielder, and Callxunore,
a pitcher, are the youngsters hi. picks
to stay with the team.
Topeka has sold Outfielder MoLaur-Isecured from Chattanooga, to
Waco and has bought Crompton, a
youngster secured by Cincinnati from
Johnstown, Pa., last fall.
Clark Griffith, like Bobby Wallace
It is said, wants no more of Hoi
Springs as a training camp and the
Reds may go into Texas next spring,
probably to San Antonio.
Harry Davis stood up like a little
man the other day and remarked:
"None of that St. Louis Brown stuff
for tnlne. I'm going to stick to the
Athletics as long as they'll let me,
and there Isn't a manager's Job in the
world that can induce me to leave."
n,

To Golf at Columbia.
Columbia university has taken up
golf for the first time in several years
and will enter a team In the Intercol-

legiate tournament at Baltusrol the

second week of September. Although
Columbia has not been represented in

the Intercollegiate tournament in a
number of years, it has always retained its membership In the association, which is at present made up of
Harvard, Tale, Princeton,
Williams,
Dartmouth and the University of
Pennsylvania.
Riley to Lead Yalo.
James A. Riley of Brockton, Mass.,,
has been elected captain of the Tale'
basketball team for next year.
An Unpleasant Revelation.
"Mr son," said the doting parent,
"It la your duty to tel) the girl you
ope tc marry all about yourself all
your fault and weaknesses. That's
the true test of love."
"I did," replied the hopefuL "It
waant much."
"What did you tell her?" '
. "Why. you see, dad. she didn't really know who you were. Bo I told her."
"Bhl And what did she sayT"
"She's an awfully nice girt. dad. and
belaid he'd tried hard to reconcile
herself to the unpleasant truth."

Some Hints for the Salesman

American League
National League
American Association
Eastern League
Southern League
Pacific Coast League
Western League
New England League
Northwestern League
League
Connecticut League
New York State League
Soutn Atlantic League
Texas League
Western Association
Central League

8

Customers are not paper dolls.
They must be classified and treated
according to their class.
Although you know your stock perfectly and have yourself inventoried
and well in hand, you can never do
yourself justice as a salesman until
you study your customers.
If you treat them all alike you will
get into a
rut, and life will
be a burden to you and everyone to

Tri-Sta-

sing-song-

whom you talk.

Great things

Opening Date.
April 12
April 12
April 12
April 20
April 15
March 28
April 21
April 24
April 13
May 3

are

April

21

May 3

April 3
April 12
May 3
April 26
April 27
April 27

Closing Date.
Oct. 8
Oct. 12
Oct. 1
Sept 24
Sept. 16
Oct. 22
Oct. 8

Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept

9

4
16

8
16

9
4

Sept. 5
Sept. 10

No. Gamee.
154
154
168
154
140
206
168
126
116
112
126
126
140
140
126
140
140
112
120
140
120
112
120
120
126
112
112

I.

Expert-mentln-

friends.
Usually

really

good

OLDEST

MAJOR

LEAGUE INFIELDER

v.

Pa- -A

genius, my son, is a person
floor, but whom circumstances
fore
to live in an attic.
The Local Expert
Summer Boarder (Just arrived from

Society Note.
Reverend Fourthly seeks the seaside,
Reverend Fifth the mountain crown.
Reverend Tenthly goes to Europe,
Only O. Nick staye in town.
Apprehensive.
"Come on and take a ride in my
insisted - the Inventor.
monoplane,"
"Why, it has a speed of a mile a min-

ute."

"Indeed," aald the eautioua friend.
"In what direction?" '
this locality?
"What has direction to do with It?"
Farmer Stubblegrass That d
epen da
"Why er i was thinking perhaps
on whether you want to store
cer-teft made that speed coming; down totz. -ward the earth."
--

'

es

'-

Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
Ribbons and supplatens furnished.
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and
typewriters

D. & R. G. Ry.
Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
Arrive 3: 35 p. m. from north.

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
Regular communication first Monday
of each month at
Masonic - Hall at

Printed and foi sale by New Mexl-:aPrinting Company, Santa Fe, N.

cx.

Bcn-i-

Sheriffs'

cenies,

2

.

3et

- Report

11-

sh'

li

of

Ex-

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

BLANKS

Butchers'

'

Phone 231.

change.

New Mexico Central Ry.
Leave 7:30 a. m connects with No.
A east and 33 outh and west
Arrive 8 p. m., with connections
torn No. 33 east; 34 south and west

7.30.

New MexiCL Court Reports,
CHAS.
Not. 1 and 2 i.
oar, 16.50 a
3 to 12 inclUBt.e. $3 30 each;
Atone
Digest of New Mexico Reports, full sheet 16.60. Postage 25c
Retail Llijuor License. 50 ir Book,
vol-urn-

H. H. DOR.MAN,
K.

Master
LIXN'EY, Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter No.
A. M. Regular

1, R.

convocation second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
JOHN H. WALKER,
H. P.

3.00.

General License, 60 In Book, $3.00.
Nos. 13 and 14. $2.70 each. Postage
25c each.
Notification el Change la Assessment by Assessor, 100 in Book. $3.76. ARTHUR SELIGMA.V, Secretary.
Assessor's Notice of Assessment,
100 in Book. 75c
Santa Fe Commandery
County Superintendent's Warrant
No. 1, K. T. Regular
50 In Book. 35c.
conclave fourth Mon- Poll Tax Receipt. 50 In Book, 25c.
dttV in P9rh mnnth
Poll Books for City Election, g
Masonic Hall at 7:30
pages, 50c
P. m.
li'
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.
oi
Proof, Testimony
Claimant,
W. E. GRIFFIN, necorder.
full sheet
Desert Land Entry, Declaration ol
full sheet
Applicant,
Santa Fe Lodge of
Deposition of Witness.
Perfection No. 1, 14th
sheet
degree. Ancient and AcFinal Proof.
sheet
cepted Scottish Rite of
Contest Notice,
Free Masonry meets on
sheet.
the third Monday of each month
ft
oueet.
Yearly Proof.
Affidavit to be filed before contest, at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
MaBonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
sheet
Affidavit of Contest Against N
Visiting Scotish Rite Masons are
invited to attend.
sheet
Entryman,
Notice of Intention to make final
S. SPITZ, 38
Venerable Master.
jeans Z l 'frOOluoniPPV
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
sheet
proof,

ill
fib

2

1--2

2

1

2

cor-diall-y

2

'i,ug

2

I

guar-antee-

Santa Fe Typewriter

li

Homestead Entry,

320

Secretary.

sheet.

B. P. 0. E.
Santa Fe Lodge No.
460, B. P. 0. E. holds
its regular session oa
the second and fourth
Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothers are invited and

1--

1-- 4

pages, 40c.
Poll Books, Election of School Dl
rectors, 4, 6 and 8 pages, English, 20c,
30c and 40c
welcome.
Road Supervisor's RecelDt E0 la
A. J. FISCHER.
J. D. SENA,
Book, 26c
Exalted Ruler,
Secretary
Attachment Affidavit, 4 sheet
Attachment Bond.
sheet
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,

o

4

4

sheet

Execution,

4

Summons,

4

sheet
sheet

Certificate of Brand,
sheet
Sheep Contract 2 sheet.
Independent Order of Beavers.
Deed of Trust full shoot
Santa Fe Dam No. 80. I. O. B. hoM
Release of Deed of Trust 2 sheet
its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
Compiled Laws of N. M., 1897. 89.50.
first and third Friday. Visititg Broth
5,1.25
Record.
each.
Notary
ers
are always welcome.
Notary Seals:
EDWARD C. BURKE,
Placer Mining; Location, 4 sheet
President
Mining Deed. 2 sheet
4

1--

C.

sheet.
Mining Lease.
Coal Declaratory Statement
1-- 2

J. NEIS,

Secretary.

2

sheet

Lease of Personal

F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.

Property,

sheet

SUmps, Etc

2879.

One line stamp, not over 2
inches
long, 15c; each addl'xnal line, 10c

Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen
Meets
Second
and Fourth Thursdays,
Delgado's
Hall. H. Foreman,
C. G. Richie, Cor.
Sec. Mrs. Daisy

2

extra.

Local daters, any town and date for
ten years, $1 00.
Regular line daters, for ten years.
35c
Facsimile signature stamps, with
wood cut, 81.60.
Warranty Deed, 2 sheet
Quit Claim Deed. 2 sheet
Justice of the Peace Blanks
Appeal Bond.
sheet
Appeal Bond, Criminal,
sheet
Stock Blanks.
Bill of Sale Animals Hearing Ven
dor's Recorded Brand,
sheet
Appearance Bond. 2 sheet
Bill of Sale, In Books of 25 Blanks,
of Boston Nationals.
40c per book.
Bill of Sale Animals not
Bearing
with Mr. Mack this year, yet he was
Vendor's Recorded Brand.
sheet
considered a veteran when ha first
Bill of Sale Range Delivery,
14
Joined the Athletics in 1901
sheet
Before bis .career as a Mackmaa
Bill of Sale, S sheet
Davis won a reputation with the New
Deed, City of Santa Fe,
6heet.
York and Pittsburg clubs. Davis car
Deed, City of Santa Fe, full sheet
ries ms years well and played an ex
Application for Marriage License,
ceeuingiy swut game last season.
Mack expects him to be as much of a 2 sheet
Certificate of Birth. 4 sheet
help to the team this year as he was
Butchers' Shinning:
Notlcen. i..
in iio.

Farmer.

1--

1-- 2

1--2

'

one-nig-

i

ll-.v-

Relinquishment,
Township Plats, 4 sheet
Township Plats, full sheet
Commitment
sheet
Poll Book for Town Election,

advertisement,

,

at Sana Fe

Returning arriv

p. m.

S

home-make-

.
B

2

xeet

like a mirror, will show things
just as they are.

air. ounuenana 101a the bookmakers
that they would have to arivrHA tf
they wished to keep their place among
the indutrles of the world.
"We have simply been asleen." ho
we have not advertised. Our
said,
competitors have advertised and as a
result they are getting the business.
When you buy soap or flour or any
other commodity what brand do you
buy? The brand you always see advertised, of course. It is the same
way with the
When he
proposes to build a home he simply
Miss Schreecher Have you finished goes by the advertisements and he
never sees a brick advertisement
your song?
"The only advertisements he sees
Steele Ayers (a composer) Tea,
are of
and woodMiss Schreecher Looking
for a work. cement and stucco
Consequently we lose his trade.
'
publisher?
He
almost
forgets there is such a
Steele Ayers No; looking for an
thing as brick. It Is now up to the
advertiser.
brick manufacturers to advertise if
they want to keep in the market"
Too Much For It.
Mrs. Crank (excitedly)
Tou public
A Problem 8olved.
officials are not doing your duty, sir!
Newspaper
advertising has solved
I
was
Here
bitten by a dog and Im- the
problem of diminishing returns.
mediately after it fell Into a fit
Public Official (feeling) No won It has discovered the utter fallacy of
trying to nit u,uuu,uuu people with
der, poor animal!
distribution that knows
magazine
neither concentration nor conscience.
An Ordinary Flight.
Exchange.
"When your husband entered the
aviation contest, did he fly into tbm
8erve Facts Attractively.
clouds?"
The facto, it is true, must sell your
"No; the machinery broke down goods, but why offer them
cold? They
and he flew Into a rage."
can ne maae very tempting by warming them up a bit and serving them
attractively.
Very Flat.
Did you ever see where they are
War on "Moonshiner."
using collapsible bathtubs and folding
gas ranges now?"
Last year revenue officers took and
"What for?"
destroyed about two thousand stills
"Naturally, for flat housekeeping."
averaging about fifteen gallons of
moonshine a day. Revenue agents find
the stills by following streams and
Different Mualc.
signs of distillery refuse
"Does
Vonr arm
nui1 VHJ discovering
In the water, and on the banks. Most
Chopin and Mendelssohn?"
no, maaam; ne mostly nlava tha of the moonshiners hang out in
stands, moving their stills every
races,"
day in wagons.
Definition.
Sav , n.
ya, VUl !

west-ooun-

g

Must Advertise to Keep In Market
"Advertising was characterized
the mining link between success and
raiiure" by R. E. Sutherland of Omaha, to the members of thn Mntinnai
Brick Manufacturers' association at
their, meeting in Louisville recently.

A.notnr

,
llm sAl.h Furniture and hous- a. m. connect with No 3 west - j hold poods. Apply 32,s Water St.
joumi, .so. io eastoound.
FOR SALK Lawn moxtr, good as
Returning arrive U Santa Fe 12:10
P. m.
ntw. Call 12S Galisteo street.
4 p. mp cocsect with No. 1,
FOR SALE Household goods and
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, C:30 furnishings at 301
Galisteo S'reet
Call at any time.
P. m.
7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and
westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound
TYPEWRITERS.

-t

they are undecided, open
to argument and easy to sell the
first time. They are free with their
confidences and expect
the same
shy person, the bargain hunter, the
woman who cannot concentrate, and
other funny folks. Each needs special treatment; each appreciates courteous attention. So analyze them all
and be patient with them all, for
somebody has to overlook a whole lot
of faults when you and I go shopping. Prom Butterick's Bulletin.

A

The following are the time tables
the local railroads:

..v
8.11

!-

THE WAY NOWADAYS.

Little Willie
,
genius?

of

being done in
League. .
Sept 10
character-readinthese days. There
Carolina Association
Sept 2
is a bright little lady in Boston who
Cotton States League
April 6
Aug. 20
teaches the art and demonstrates her
Southern Michigan League... May 3
8ept 17
skill by reading strangers' characters
Blue Grass League
May 9
Sept. 4
at her public lectures.
Kansas State League
May 11
Sept. 4
Customers may be divided into two
Kitty League
May 25
Sept. 25
main classes; those who want cold
Mountain State League
May 20
Sept 20
ttLftn" nnlv
ho
anil (hnoa
Wisconsin-Illinoi-- J
s
H..U
HIV.!! n'Vir.U lYitict
Ul u u
May 3
League
Sept. 10
wheedled appealed to through
heir
Western Canada League. ... May 3
Sept 2
sentiment
Southeastern League
May 8
Sept. 6
To the first you are simply a catavH-H
'1"H' T'l' 1'
logue. Ann1 tn
thpm vnn must have
the specifications, selling points and
tne makers guarantee, If there is one,
at vour tongue's tin. Ha or she nrob- - HOLDS BREATH NINE MINUTES and three seconds, which seems an
extraordinary feat.
ably knows what is wanted and wants
From the above test and others of
Results Obtained by
you to produce it. it such a one is Extraordinary
almost as long duration without
convinced by reading an advertiseEnglish Physician in
breathing, Dr. Leonard Hill concludes
With Oxygen.
ment, produce the article or offer to
that by taking oxygen before a quarter-get it.
race an athlete ought to be
Attention was drawn some time mile
' To run down the article is to
ago to English experiments with able to hold his breath during the
argue against your house,
yourself
nd the sale.
oxygen as a means of developing ad- whole race, and devote the energy
The first class is increasing, as peoditional energy in athletes just before thus saved to faster running.
taking part in races or games, says
ple are being educated by advertiWomen as a the Popular Mechanics. In a recent
sing and experience.
M'Curdy in Protest.
class are better buyers this year than
J. A. D. McCurdy, the aviator, has
they were last and will as a rule reentered a formal protest with the
sent substitution.
The
Aero Club of America against award"just as
good" talk makes them angry. So
ing the $3,000 City of Havana prize to
don't be afraid to list their demands
Rene Barrier, the French aviator. It
in your want book, and stock up if
is alleged that McCurdy
completed the
you get repeated calls.
flight from Camp Columbia, Havana,
Remember, your nersonalitv. vour
to and around Morro Castle and resmall talk or pleasantries count for
turn on February 5 in 16 minutes
UUle with these shrewd buyers, and
51
seconds, and as the conditions
woe be to you if you do not analyze
of the prize called for the fastest time
thum quickly.
between January' 25 and March 1 the
Study your customer earlv and close
prize should go to McCurdy.
ly and be sure of this fact, that it is better to treat all shoppers as if they
Ireland Defeats Scotland.
were of this class than to err on the
Irishmen in New York have Just
other side.
learned of the victory of the Emerald
If they are not decided as to what
Isle in the annual Rugby match beto
learn it quickly,
they want, seek
tween Scotland
and Ireland, which
From Bag.
Breathing
Oxygen
accurately and produce the goods witn
took place at Iverleith a few days ago.
a short, concise talk about them.
experiment, conducted at the medical On account of the match being on
Don't talk too much to this class, school of the Lsmdon hospital, one of their own grounds it was thought
by
I beg of you; remember, you are a the doctors, after breathing oxygen
many that the Scotchmen would come
catalogue, so don't run to fine print out of a bag for five minutes, was out victorious, but the Irish team won
and they'll come again and send their able to hold his breath nine minutes by a score of 16 to 10.
g

WANTS

LOCAL TRAINS

THE BASEBALL SEASON OF 1911.

ii

CUSTOMERS

Manager Duffy let loose the information that he was firmly convinced
of the necessity of
carrying the full
legal quota of twenty-fiv- e
athletes all
season and had so recommended to
President Comiskey.
"The way the team la .shaping up
and the way the young players are
making good, I don't see how I can
help keeping the full limit of twenty-fiv- e
players all season," said the Sox
leader.
"Practically all the young players
we have give great promise. To my
mind the way to bring out and develop a youngster Is to keep him
where he will be learning something
every day and will get a chance to
Jump In and do things as big leaguers NOT A TRAGEDY AFTER ALL
do them.
"Sending a wise player back to a Woman's Piercing Screams and Heart-broke- n
minor league will not develop him.
Sobs Come From School
Frequently he will work for manaof Dramatic Art
gers who do not know any more
A woman's niercinar srrenm nmotfl
the air. Thump, thump, thump! Heartbreaking sobs broke upon the ears
of the horrified listeners.
With one accord they rushed un the
staircase and burst open the door of
tne room from which the sounds pro-

baseball than he does and usually
alongside of players who won't try
to help him. He is, pretty sure to
come back the next year, if he does
come back, no better than he was
the previous spring and perhaps with
more faults than he started with."

PAGE SEVEft
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Fred Tenney, Manager

Not many of the inflelders In the

fast set

today have seen ten

years

or

more of service with the majors.
Of the ancients on the Inner works
the oldest is Fred Tenney, recently appointed manager of the Boston Nationals, and who will try to play first
base in addition.
the majors in 1894
, Tenney entered
or 17 years ago, and played almost all
that time with Boston. In 1908 he
was traded to New York along with Al
Brldwell and lasted two seasons with
McOraw's men. He had to quit early
in the season of 1910 because of bad
legs, and the remainder of that year
was spent In the minors.
who
Another baseball venerable
stamps on the' base lines is Harry
Davis, field leader of the world's

4

1--

8

1--

Rhody Wallace has seen many sea
sons come and ko in his lone ami hnn.
orable career in the majors. Wallace
is a rat Tebeati find. He began his
career with Cleveland when that club
was in the. National league
Larry Lajoie of Cleveland has been
with tne Dig show for many rears. He
champions and the good man Friday joined the Phillies In 1896 and has
oi uonme MacK. captain uavia be- divided i& years of olavine betwaan
gins his eleventh consecutive season ! rnuaaeipnia and Cleveland.

sheet

corded Brand,

shest

1-- 2

Handle Animals Not Bearlnsr Owner'- Recorded Brand,

sheet

2

Affidavit

Non-Miner-

sheet

2

4

2

May 4, 1911,
Notice is hereby given that Agrl-nin- a
Delgado de Gonzales, of Santa
Fe, N. M., who, on April 13, 1906,
made homestead
entry, No.
for Lots 3 and 4, SW. 4 NW.
4
Sec. 4, SE.
NE.
Sec. 5,
Township 14 N. Range 9 E. N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make Final five year Proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before Register or Receiver,
U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe. N M
on the 6th day of July, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose N. Gonzales. Estanislao Pons
Agustin Montoya, Jose Ortis y Pino,
all of Galisteo, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

9210-0738- 5,

4

1--

1-- S

1--

1--

1--

1--

TV

9211-0738-

4

1--

A

"

FOR PUBLICATION.
(Coal Land.)
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
May 4, 1911.
Notice Is hereby given that Cornelia
Gonzales, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
April 13, 1906, made homestead entry
No.
for SW
NE
NW
SE
N.
SW
section 5,
township 14 N., range 9 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final five year proof, to es
tablish claim to the land above de
scribed, before register or receiver, TJ.
S. land office at Santa Fe, N. M., on
the 6th day of July 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose N. Gonzales, Estanislao Pena,
Agustin Montoya. and Jose Ortiz v
Pino, all of Galisteo. N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Promissory Notes 25c per pad
Cost Bond, 4 sheet.
Register.
Receipts, 25c per pad.
Notice for Publication.
authority to Gather, Drive and
Authority to Gather. Drive and Department of the Interior,
Handle Animals Bearing Owner's ReCoal Land.

Subpoena,
sheet
Literal View.
J. P. Complaint
sheet
Sweet Toung Thing Do yrft know,
Capias Complaint 4 sheet
these incubating arrangements are
Search Warrant.
sheet
humble life tragedies to me in their
mechanical substitution to the little talner. 4 sheet
Replevin Bond, 2 sheet
chlckles for a seal mother. They
I
Qwite Natural.
Execution Forcible Entry an rw
strike me as melancholy.
.rreeucal Farmer Perhans they are. full sheet
juib. Kircuu. Mmnim wm
sheet
v
w
v. w
uiv -uicmsoivea,
yoF
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet
tad deceived htm about her bills, her know. :
maid told mine she wept scalding
chers, 4 sheet
tears.
He Start.
Oaths of School Director, 4 sheet
V MW.1I
4
IkMftAf
Contract between Directors and Tea
lb ..t.iiwl
W WWW VHIW'I
OU, MOU
llMUH ftVT - WVUIU Mpi,
finuS
to weep scalding tears when she finds with a jump, didn't
Aluminum Pocket tl?8. deliveree
"Tea; reiilei hall lum.
hiwlf Inluilnlur
Proof of Labori 4 sheet
The Epicure.
An epicure has been defined.
In language terse and neat
As a man who doea not care
For what he ought to eat

NOTICE

V

itr

1--

4
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GROCERY and BAKERY

J

X
X
X

all

liiifk up

arp lipaiinnartprc

UP.

5.

For New Mexico Generally
fair tonight and Saturday; not
much change in temperature.

X
X
X
X

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Fresh Vegetables
nf

ROUND

Hohner's Harmonicas, 25c, 35c, and
50c at GOKBELS.
Born A baby girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Damacio Lopez. Mother and child are
doing nicely.
FOR SALE--Entilot of 230
Chickens at T5 cents.
Otto
Mrs.
Retsch.
Leave Your Order for Strawberry
short cake for Saturday delivery at
Louis Napoleon, phone 191.
Call the Capital City Dairy, phone
Black 188, when in need of milk and
cream. Surplus always on hand.
The Medallion, a dramatic story of
the struggle of a great painter. See
it at the Elks' tonight.
Modern House for Rent A modern'
seven roomed house, within a minutes
walk of Plaza, for rent at $25 a
month. Apply at the New Mexican.
Dramatic Recital at Elks' Theater
On the "eVening of May 12 'a grand
dramatic recital will be given by La
Petite Creole assisted by local talent.
The Actress and the Singer When
a clever woman wants a man, she'll
find some way to Rapture him. Sae.
how she wins him at the Elks' to;
t
night.
Montezuma Lodge Meets Tonight
A special meeting of Montezuma lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M., will be held this

f fir ftaU vpffptahlpc anri qIuqvc

have a large supply of everything the home and other markets afford.

re

OUR BAKERY

Everything first class

6

DEPARTMENT

bread

of

loaves

for 25 cents

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

Phone No.4.

The Giving of Gifts
A HAPPY CUSTOM

SALLY

MOE

OBSERVED

UNIVER-

EACH

YEAR

R

I
::

I We have

;

'

PARTICULARLY

SUITED

FOR

THE

OCCASION

EXQUISITE DESIGNS in Filigree

::

and

Crosses-G- old

SilverPlain and set with turquoisefor chains,
etc. A

brooches,
IN JABOT PINS.

NEW LINE OF THE LATEST
Our Store is Filled with Suggestions.
WORTHY

i

I

S.

YOUR BEST

confer the
evening at eight o'clock to
' "
M. M. degree.
IndeBeavers Meet Tonight-Th- e
pendent Order of Beaves will meet at
their dam tonight and if you'ra a
beaver, be there. Lots of important
business coming up.
Miss May Ross, whose readings in
the University Extension entertain
ment were so much enjoyed at the

high school two weeks ago, will be
heard again tomorrow evening at Li
brary Hall. Admission 25 cents.
Rebel Run Down by Train Jesus
Molena, a member of Madero's army,
was run down and killed
by the
Golden State Limited train on the
Southern Pacific bridge over theRio
Grande Wednesday afternoon.
Tucumcari Light Plant Sold Immediately following the purchase of the
Tucumcari water works system by
the city at a price of $(55,000 the electric light plant, owned by the same
parties, was sold to I. G. LaFite, of
Denver, Colo., for $22,000.
Laying Cement Pavement.
Contractor George S. Blunt is laying
a cement pavement five feet wide and
several hundred faet. long in front of
the property of A. h. Renehan on East
1'alace avenue, thijs completing the
pavements from the l":aza to the city
j
boundary.
University Extension Course The
last of the series of entertainments'
furnished by the tienibers of the faculty of the University of New Mexico
will take place tomorrow evening at
Library hall. President E. McQueen
Gray will lecture bn "The Tragedy of
Admission 25 cents.
Macbeth."
Fourth of July Committee Tonight
This evening the (first meeting of the
Fourth of July coiimittee will be held
I

l

Bewmtma

Manufacturing
Jeweler.

ARE YOUR HOSE INSURED?

This is the season that most women begin to think of
touchingup'and redecorating the house. A change here
or there does much toward making things look like new.

If not try 6 pairs Holeproof for
MEN and WOMEN

At this pleasant store you will find just the things you want and
We have paints, varnishes,
always at prices you can afford to pay.
oils, stains, and can offer you many valuable suggestions along
this line.

guaranteed for six months

ii

whether you purchase anything or not.
Alabastine, the beautiful wall coating for interior decorating is sold and recommended by us.
Come in and look over the new Alabastine wall and
ceiling designs.

IIJUIII.1IIII

Santa Fe Hardware
I

ifllW

l

i5

&

Supply Co.
i

at

!

j
j
j
j

ll

j

Roe-we-

ll

j

Phone

May 5, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that sealed
bids, in duplicate, will be received at
this office until twelve o'clock noon
on Tuesday, May 16, 1911, for the conconcrete
struction of a
e
bridge across the Arroyo Sias on
avenue in the City of Santa Fe,
New Mex'co, according to the plans
and siiecifications prepared by the
City Engineer of this city, a copy of
which may be seen at this office or
the office of said Engineer, and that a
contract will be let to the lowest and
best hidder for the construction of
such bridge, in accordance with the
said plans and specifications.
The
successful bidder will be required to
give a good and sufficient bond for a
failthful compliance with the terms of
his contract, and the construction of
such bridge, in accordance with plans
and specifications hereinbefore- - referred to.
The City reserves the right to re.
ject any and all bids.
By order of the City Council.
ARTHUR SELIGMAX,
Mayor.

THE Bl

POULTRY
FISH

VEGETABLES
At the Right Prices
Phone
92

,

Can't Make

,

HAY WAR D "5

':

Don't Pay For a Name

with a fancy, copyrighted name
can't fit a foot any better or fit any more
feet than if it were only known by the

OUR SHOES at $2.50, $3.00, $3.50 or
$4.00 possess all the beauty, grace,
elegance, and style a woman can get

,d

Eng,ishhW0rd0f

that don'frfit-Many
for the sake of wearing a Shoe with a
fancy name.

92

.

There's Nothing In It

A Shoe

Phone

.

A Woman's Shoe Fit

n

MARKET

TORE
SHOE

A Name

Phone
92

To busy today to make out an ad but
we have all kinds of KANSAS CITY

Clerk.

....

MARKET

i

Attest:
T. P. DELGADO,

Wholesale and Retail

'

W

Pal-lac-

Please feel perfectly free to come in and look around

i

were taken let the motorists also
the rooms of the chamber of com- BALL TOSSERS WILL( way"
TRAVEL ON LIMITED, take planks for the acequias and if
merce, to make the preliminary arcelethe low way is chosen, then let them
rangements for a "cracker-jack- "
bration this year that will draw Santa Fe's Team Leaves for Duke have machines that will pull through
sand. "Otherwise the game may be
crowds from all of Santa Fe's tribuCity at 8:10 Sunday Mornin- gHow About Motorists.
delayed," he said, with a smile.
tary territory and beyond.
Mountains A
in
Raton
Storm
The Santa Fe base ball team which' INTERESTING PROGRAM
storm in the Raton mountains interHAS BEEN ARRANGED.
fered with telepgraphic wires today will open the baseball Reason Sunday!
flri therefore the Special Leased Ser--; in Albuquerque,
the mayor of the
in Series Will Take
vice of the New Mexican is abbreviat- - Duke City having volunteered to pitch! Final Lecture
Place at 8 p. m. i omorrow in
ed. The Postal Company, also had me nrst Dan on condition the Ancient j
Library Hall,
wire trouble and Manager E. J. DeAr- - City fans do not knock a home run.j
The final .lecture of the series given
cy spent the day on a trip over his will leave here at 8:10 Sunday morn-- 1
line between Santa Fe to Cerrillos to ing. At Lamy the ball tossers will, in the University Extension Course
"
j catch the
limited and slide to Albu-jwibe heard tomorrow night at Li- locate the trouble.
on
it.
will
a
make
home
They
of
i
querque
aHios Quartet Consisting
Th
brary hall.. The Subject is "The
Mesdamps Kirknatrick and Asnlund, run in the evening also on the Santa Tragedy of Macbeth" and the speaker
will be Dr. E. McQueen Gray, presiMisses Cheshire and Marmon will sing Fe road.
The ball players are much encour-sio- n dent of the University of New Mexitwo numbers at the University Exten-- ,
entertainment at Library hall to-- ; aged over the interest being manifest- - co and a noted Shakespearen scholar.
evening. Admission Zo cents, cu m juuiuwiim uci me same aim ' An interesting musical and literarysome of them today expressed the program has been arranged in connecWealthy Man .Dropped .Dead Juan
fol-Builron, aged 47, a wealthy citizen of hope that Santa Fe auto owners would tion with the lecture. It is as
in
lows:
their
take!
down
machines
and
go
at
dead
Mexico
dropped
Juarez,
Wilson
on the principal business street. part In the auto parade to the grounds, j Carmena
The subject of a trip by motor to'
Ladies Quartet.
Heart failure is given as the cause.
the Duke City was discussed today by Reading
Miss May Ross
several members of the Santa Fe Auto The Rockaby Lady
Chapman
BOYS STEAL ARMS '
Ladies Quartet.
TO JOIN REBELS. Club. J. E. Clark stated that he could
not go as he has two engagements Lecture The Tragedy of Macbeth. , "
; . .President E.
.
on Sunday but said that if the high- McQueen Gray
El Paso, Texas, May 5 Manuel
is only 10 years of age and
Manner" has but one leg. This is one
reason why he is in jail, for if he
had '.been larger and had two legs he
would have made his escape, as three
92
companions did, when the proprietor
:Mills
on
house
of a rooming
street,
near the corner , of Mesa avenue,
caught him. Manuel and his friends
whose names he declares he does not
know, wanted to join the insurrectos,
To do this they thought they needed
arms and ammunition, and therefore
proceeded to help themselves to a
shotgun and some cartridges. Manuel
had a pocketful of cartridges and a
bunch of 10 keys when arrested, 'but
the other boys, who hatheshotgun
dropped it when they went away.
in

MEATS

FRIENDS

SPITZ

FRIDAY, MAY 5, 1911.

,...;,
I;
'

mWe'veea
size, width and shape for
every woman's foot, and we say: Bring
back your shoes, if they disappoint you
in any way.

i

NATHAN SALMON.

